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Abstract 
Fitcrack is a distributed password-cracking system developed at F IT B U T . Fitcrack is 
chiefly interacted with through a web-based front-end. It is a fairly large project that 
lacks a set of automatised integration tests. Selenium is a browser-automation project that 
allows controlling browsers programmatically. This project aims to design a test suite of 
integration tests for Fitcrack to be implemented using Selenium. The design of the test 
suite utilised the page-object model, a way to split isolate Ul-handling code from tests. The 
tests are implemented in Python using the Pytest framework. 

Abstrakt 
Fitcrack je systém pro distribuované lámání hesel vyvíjený na V U T FIT. Fitcrack je 
používán hlavně skrz webové rozhraní. Fitcrack je relativně velký projekt, kterému ale chybí 
sada automatických integračních testů. Selenium je projekt pro automatizované ovládání 
webových prohlížečů. Tato bakalářská práce má za cíl navrhnout sadu integračních testů, 
které budou implementované pomocí projektu Selenium. Návrh sady testů je založen na 
modelu page-object, způsob jak oddělit kód pro interakci s uživatelským rozhraním od 
testů. Testy jsou implementovány v jazyku Python pomocí frameworku Pytest. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Nowadays, software testing is a pivotal part of software development. As codebases grow 
in size, a single changed line of code may have knock-on effects in other parts of code and 
cause unforeseen issues. We can mitigate this by having an extensive set of tests available: 
after every code change, the developer can run the set of tests to see whether their change 
introduced unwanted and unintended bugs. 

Fitcrack is a distributed password-cracking system developed at F IT B U T . It is a soft
ware project of considerable scope; however, the project currently lacks extensive integration 
tests. The goal of this thesis is thus to create a set of integration tests that will test the 
entire system as a whole. Fitcrack uses a web front-end interface called Webadmin, which 
is where Selenium comes in. Selenium is a popular software project used for automating 
web browsers, which is why it is chosen as the platform for writing Fitcrack integration 
tests. 

Testing web applications is a not a trivial matter. The tests must directly interact with 
the UI of the application, which can be a problem as many tests perform the same actions 
in the UI, which could lead to large code duplication and difficulty of maintaining the tests. 
A n approach called the page-object model aims to solve this problem. The basis of the 
approach is splitting the code that interacts with the UI into page objects. Page objects 
represent a single web page or part of the UI and provide methods that perform actions 
in the UI. Tests then interact with the application under test exclusively through the page 
objects representing various parts of the application. 

In Chapter 2, the workings of the Fitcrack password-cracking system are explained. 
Then in Chapter 3, principles of testing web applications are explored, including the page-
object model. More concretely thereafter, Chapter 4 deals with how the Selenium browser-
automation project works. Chapter 5 explains the design and implementation of the set of 
page objects representing the Webadmin interface for controlling Fitcrack. In Chapter 6, 
the design and implementation of tests is described. Lastly, in Chapter 7, the usability of 
the tests in real situations is evaluated. 
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Chapter 2 

Fitcrack 
System 

Password-Cracking 

Fitcrack is a distributed cracking system developed within the NESCDFIT research group at 
FIT B U T . It allows for the spreading of password-cracking tasks across multiple computers 
and managing these tasks from a central point [3, 4]. 

Password cracking works as follows: One provides a list of hashed passwords to a 
password-cracking system. The system then tries to discover the passwords that gener
ated those hashes by iterating a set of candidate passwords and generating hashes from 
them. The set of candidate passwords is commonly called the keyspace. If a generated hash 
matches a hash from the input password-hash list, we have "cracked" the password—we 
know which password generated the input hash. The keyspace is determined by the user 
and can be dynamically generated. It is also possible that the keyspace does not contain 
the password of a hash in the input list—in that case, the hash remains "uncracked", and 
the user needs to start the process again with a different keyspace. The way how a keyspace 
is generated is called an attack mode—the different attack modes supported by Fitcrack 
are explained in Section 2.2. 

Fitcrack comprises chiefly of two parts: the Fitcrack server and Fitcrack hosts that con
nect to the server. The Fitcrack server is responsible for the management of cracking jobs: 
however, the server performs no password cracking by itself. To that end, host machines 
connect to the Fitcrack server, whose sole job is to perform cracking jobs assigned to them 
by the Fitcrack server. On the host machines, a tool called hashcat1 is run to perform the 
cracking tasks. Fitcrack does not actually contain any password-cracking logic or code by 
itself—it delegates that work to hashcat—rather, it handles the distribution, management, 
and creation of cracking tasks across multiple machines; Fitcrack also handles ancillary 
tasks such as keeping a repository of resource files needed for password cracking. 

The Fitcrack server exposes and can be controlled through a R E S T A P I . Provided is 
also Webadmin, a web-based graphical front end, and it is the chief way of interacting 
with Fitcrack. This chapter explains Fitcrack from the perspective of an end-user using 
Webadmin. 

x

https: //hashcat.net/hashcat/ 
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2.1 Using Fi t crack to Perform an Attack 

In this section, we will step through using Fitcrack to perform a password-cracking job as 
a user using the Webadmin front-end. 

EG; 
c r a c k 

Username 

Password 

Figure 2.1: Login page of Fitcrack 

When we navigate to the homepage of a Fitcrack Webadmin installation, we are greeted 
with a login screen (Fig. 2.1). The user types their name and password and (if entering 
correct information), gets navigated to the dashboard (Fig. 2.2). 

crack 

A fitcrack 

Hello, f i tcrack! 

There are currently 0 active jobs with 0 hosts connected. 

SYSTEM 

Jobs 

3 14ready & 2finisl 

Hosts 
9 of 1 oriliru 

13% 

• NETWOF 

212 kb/s 

216kb/3 

Q S E R V . C E S 

V RLNMING 

A l l good 

fun job for the whole 
family! 

fun job for the whole 
family! 

fun job for the whole 
family! 

fun job For the whole 
family! 

8 n„i,h,d 

Figure 2.2: Dasboard page of Fitcrack, showing an overview of the Fitcrack server 

On the dashboard, one can see an overview of all relevant server information, such as the 
state of the cracking jobs on the Fitcrack system, the status of host computers connected 
to the Fitcrack server, and the resource (CPU, memory, etc.) utilisation of the machine the 
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Name 

Fitcrack J o b - 13.01.2023 13:29 

Template -

Empty 

Input settings 

Prefill the form with a saved template (use empty to quickly reset) 

MANUAL ENTRY FROM HASH FILE EXTRACT FROM FILE Select hash type T 

Q Attack settings 

Host assignment 

Additional settings 

Figure 2.3: The job-creation interface of Fitcrack — input for setting the name of the 
cracking job (A), button that creates the configured cracking job (B) 

system is running on. To create a cracking job, the user can press the "Add Job" button 
located on the left in the sidebar, or they can press the " N E W J O B " button in the top 
right corner of the dashboard. 

After being navigated to the job-creation page (Fig. 2.3), one can type in the name of 
the cracking job into a text box (A). This name is purely for informative and organisa
tional purposes. To configure a cracking job, one needs to go through four stages of job 
configuration. 

First up when configuring a cracking job are the input settings (Fig. 2.4). Here one can 
set up which hashes one wants to crack (i.e. wants to discover the plaintext passwords that 
generated them). There are three input modes, which can be selected by pressing their 
respective buttons (A). 

In the manual-entry mode, the user types in hashes one by one into the hash-input text 
box (C). Fitcrack cannot automatically infer the type of hash entered, so the user has to 
select the appropriate hash type from a dropdown selection (B). After the selection is made, 
however, Fitcrack can verify whether the input hashes are valid. The first line in the hash 
input textbox (B) has a green dot beside it, signifying that it contains a valid SHA1 hash, 
the second line has a red dot beside it, signifying that it does not contain a valid hash, and 
lastly the yellow dot beside the third line 2 indicates that the hash has already been cracked 
in the past and that Fitcrack has its password stored in cache. 

The yellow dot is actually beside the fourth line, not the third, but this is errant behaviour captured 
by the figure. Please imagine that the yellow dot is beside the third line. 
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^ ) Input settin 

i MANUAL ENTRY FROM HASH FILE EXTRACT FROM FILE J I S H A I 

1 Cebaf4391defd68bf678fea5ca2b69f828l77ddf 

2 t h i s i s an i n v a l i d hash O 
3 cGb51c46e4dcde6189e48ec9695fe55efc9ea7e3 

gnore invalid hashes 

Figure 2.4: The input settings for configuring a cracking job in Fitcrack — input mode 
selection (A), hash mode selection (B), text box for entering hashes (C) 

The second input mode, "from hash file", is quite similar to the manual-entry mode, 
with the difference that the hashes are not input manually, but are imported from a hash 
file, where each line contains a hash to be imported. This is pretty much equivalent to 
copying and pasting the hash file into the hash-input text box in manual-entry mode. As 
with the manual-entry mode, no hash-type inference is performed, and the hash type has 
to be selected manually. 

The third and final file-extraction mode works by extracting hashes from protected files, 
like password-protected P D F , ZIP or Microsoft Word files. In this case, the hash type is 
inferred automatically. 

Attack settings 

Attack mode 

DICTIONARY C O M B I N A T I O N B R U T E - F O R C E HYBRID WORDLIST + M A S K HYBRID M A S K + WORD-LIST P R I N C E P CFC 

Figure 2.5: The attack-mode selection interface on the job-creation page in Fitcrack 

After the hashes are input, the attack-mode configuration is next. In Fig. 2.5, one can 
select which attack mode is to be used. Configuring attack modes is quite complex and 
involved and thus is discussed in full in Section 2.2; however, for now, suffice it to say 
that the attack mode is the way in which the passwords that are checked against the input 
hashes are generated. 

The next-to-last step is assigning hosts to the job. The host-assignment interface 
(Fig. 2.6) shows a list of host computers connected to the Fitcrack server, and the user 
must choose at least one computer which will receive the cracking job. 

Finally, we can set various options in the last configuration section called "Additional 
settings" (Fig. 2.7). Here we can set a comment for the cracking job—completely for 
informational purposes only. We can also set at which time the job should start, and until 
how late it should at longest run. Interesting is the option for setting the "desired time per 
workunit": since Fitcrack is a distributed system, it needs to be able to split cracking tasks 
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Microsoft Windows 10 Core J3-S01 OU CPU @ 2.1 QGH... 0 a month ago 

NEXT 

Figure 2.6: The host-assignment interface on the job-creation page in Fitcrack 

Q Additional settings 

Comment 

Planned start Desired time per workunit Planned end 

13 01 . 2023 1 3 : 2 9 3600 0 seconds 13 01 . 2023 1 3 : 2 9 

S Immediately 5 No time limit 

Figure 2.7: The interface for inputting additional settings on the job-creation page in 
Fitcrack 

across multiple computers. A unit of cracking work that is distributed by Fitcrack is called 
a workunit. Workunits are tailored to every computer that receives them. For example, 
suppose we want to send a cracking job to two computers—one can check 1,000 passwords 
per second and the second can check 2,000 passwords per second. And suppose we want to 
use workunits that take one minute to complete. Given that, Fitcrack will send workunits 
that contain 60,000 passwords to check to the first computer and workunits that contain 
120,000 passwords to the second computer. This way, adverse effects like waiting for a slow 
computer to finish while all others completed all their tasks can be avoided.3 

Finally, we can create the configured cracking job by pressing the "Create" button 
(Fig. 2.3.B). We are then navigated to the job-detail screen of our newly created job 
(Fig. 2.8). From here, we can start and stop the job, monitor its progress, and in the 
end see if any of hashes we input have been cracked. 

A cracking job is always in a specific state. The states a cracking job can be in are 
"Ready" (job can be started), "Finished" (job has ended and cracked at least one hash), 
"Exhausted" (job has ended and did not crack any hash), "Malformed" (job created with 
malformed input and cannot be run), "Timeout" (job ended early because a timeout was 
set and it expired), "Running" (job is currently running), and "Finishing" (job is currently 
running, but all workunits have been distributed and the Fitcrack server is only waiting for 
results from hosts). 

Host assignment 

b~lo :t which hoot::; 10 di::tr hi. ôrknr:: n: 

Q aO5-0212a (alpatron) B 172.25.176.1 

(1 selected) 

3There are more peculiarities concerning workunit distribution, but they are not be discussed in this 
thesis; see Hranicky's dissertation thesis [3, p. 53] for more information about workunit distribution. 
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0£ 
crack 

= Fitcrack ® ( ^ filcrack £ 

0£ 
crack 

[F3 Details 

Dictionaries and rules 

DASHBOARD 

a • > honeynetlrt (Z 3 * 718a3«dfdOaa7a0acb662a8rj07aea2 

JOBS LIBRARY 
515,965 

darkweb2C17-top1000.t:>t E • 000 3 % ase 10 - l i o n < > 

myspace.trt E 37,123 OS 

a B„,h„ DhpbD.ttt B ,„„„ 

* . 0:00:00 .. 
twltter-barYied-srriall.txt 0 ?'J7 

O , . m p i . 3lble.txt |/ ». 
g T,a* 

Met plained 

english/xt G3 54,300 0 « 

0 % (0/1) 

j « TIME FEFt WORKJNIT 
36L,L1 seconds 

g Hosts 

• a05-0212a(alpatioi.) 17225 

Figure 2.8: The job-detail view of Fitcrack showing the details of a created cracking job 

2.2 Attack Modes 

When cracking passwords, the way how the set of candidate passwords to be checked 
is generated—the attack mode—is the most important and most complex choice a user 
makes. It determines whether passwords are successfully cracked, as the set must contain 
the secret password. It also determines the length of the cracking process, as a large set of 
candidate passwords takes a longer time to iterate through. Fitcrack supports six different 
attack modes. This section explains how the different attack modes work and how they are 
configured from the Webadmin front end. 

2.2.1 Dictionary Attack 

In this type of attack, a text file called a dictionary is used. Each line of text in the dictio
nary represents a password to be checked. More than one dictionary can be chosen to be 
used—in that case, the selected dictionary files are treated as one dictionary created by con
catenating all the individual dictionaries. Fitcrack also supports a feature called "password 
mangling". This feature allows extending the keyspace by applying mangling rules to each 
individual password, creating modified versions of the original passwords. Mangling rules 
specify actions such as converting letters from uppercase to lowercase, reversing strings, 
substituting characters, etc. These rules are specified in the rule language used by hashcat4 

and are passed to Fitcrack in the form of rule files. A rule file is a text file containing a 
rule on each line. Fitcrack takes each rule from the rule file and applies it to each password 
in the dictionary. As an example, if the selected dictionary contains two passwords, f oo 
and bar, and the selected rule file contains two rules, capitalise the string and reverse the 
string, the resulting keyspace to be used for cracking contains four candidate passwords, 
namely Foo, oof, Bar, and rab. 

In the Webadmin front-end (Fig. 2.9), the user selects the dictionaries they want to use 
by ticking the check boxes next to their name (A). The Fitcrack server keeps a repository 

4

https: //hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=rule_based_attack 
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® 

Select dictionary 

• Na tip Keyspace Time 

• honeyiet.txt E 226,032 18.OB.201i 14:00 

• darkweb2017-tup1 DOOM 0 1.00: 18 08.201! 14:00 

• myspscetKt E 37,123 18 08.201! 14:00 

Raws per page: 3 1 -3 of 8 > 

Fragmentation of dictionaries 

® On server 

O ^ n hosts 

Select rule file 

Name '.cunt Added 

• ::es:64.rule B 77 18 0B.2O18 14:00 

• d3ad0ne.rule E 34,099 18.0B.201S 14:00 

leetspeakrjle E 17 18.0B.201B 14:00 

Rows per page: 3 » 1-3 of 6 

Figure 2.9: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for configuring a dictionary attack — 
dictionary selection (A), ruleset selection (B) 

of dictionaries, which are shown here. Dictionaries can be added or removed from this 
repository from the library-management pages in Webadmin (Section 2.3). Similarly, the 
user can select which (if any) rule files they want to use (B). 

2.2.2 Combination Attack 

The combination attack is in many ways similar to the dictionary attack discussed previ
ously. It also works with dictionaries; however, it uses two dictionaries at once and combines 
them. The dictionaries are referred to as the "left" and "right" dictionaries. The attack 
works by taking every individual password from the left dictionary and concatenating it 
with every individual password from the right dictionary. So for example, if the left dictio
nary contains the passwords f oo and alice, and the right dictionary contains the passwords 
bar and bob, the resulting keyspace contains four passwords, they being f oobar, f oobob, 
alicebar, and alicebob. Additionally, a single mangling rule (Section 2.2.1) can be ap
plied to the left and right dictionaries (one per each). The passwords in the dictionaries 
will be then mangled before being used for the concatenation. 

The Webadmin front-end (Fig. 2.10) then presents the configuration options like so: 
The dictionaries files for inclusion in the left dictionary are presented to the user as a list, 
where the user selects their desired dictionaries by ticking their respective check boxes (A). 
The user can then optionally input a mangling rule to be used on the left dictionary by 
typing it into a text box (B). The options for the right dictionary are then the same as for 
the left and are mirrored next to the left-dictionary options (C). 

10 
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Select left dictionary Select right dictionary 

Name 

haneynet txt 0 

Q darkweb2017-top100QtxtE 

myspace txt E 

226.D82 18.08 2018 14:00 

1,000 18.08 2018 14:00 

37,123 18.08.2018 14:00 

(A) 

Rows per page: 3 » 1-3 of 8 

Type left rule 

® 

f  
• Ntime K :,) ::e Time 

• honeynet.txt E 226,082 8 08 201 14:00 

• darkweb2017-top1000.txt [v; 1,000 8 08 201 14:00 

• myspsce.txt B 37,123 8 08 201 14:00 

Rows per page: 3 • 1 -3 of 8 < > 

Type right rule 

Figure 2.10: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for configuring a combination attack -
dictionary-file selection for the left dictionary (A), rule input for the left dictionary (B), 
mirrored configuration for the right dictionary (C) 

2.2.3 Brute-force Attack 

, Add masks 

6 LOAD MASKS t> RESET MASKS + ADD MASK 

Select charsets (max. 4) Markov file 

Name Keyspace Name- Added 

alpha_ci B 52 Q hashcat.licstat2 13,08.201814:00 

1 1 alphariunn_ci • 62 , Rows per page: i ; 11 of 1 < 

O de_ISO-8859-1 5 B 

Rows per page: 3 T 1-3 of 11 > 

® Markov d isabled 

O 2D Markov 

3D Markov 

Markov threshold 

Figure 2.11: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for configuring a brute-force attack — mask 
editor (A), selection of custom character sets (B), selection of Markov statistics file (C), 
selection of Markov-chain mode (D), input for Markov threshold (E) 

The brute-force attack works by trying out every password that matches a password mask. 
A password mask is a specification of the valid values for each character position in a 
password. A character in this context is defined strictly as a one-byte value. 

Let us look at an example, the mask ?u?l?l?d. In the mask, the substitution sequences 
?u, ?1, and ?d each represent an uppercase alphabetical character (A-Z) , lowercase alpha-
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betical character (a-z), and decimal digit (0-9) respectively. The valid passwords for our 
mask are thus the strings AaaO, Aaal, Zzz8, Zzz9. It is also in this lexicographical order 
that the password candidates are generated by default. The sets of characters that can be 
put in place of specific substitution sequences are called the charsets of those substitution 
sequences (so ?u represents the charset of uppercase characters). In addition to the three 
charsets hereto shown, there exist eight default charsets in total. 5 Moreover, there exists 
the option to specify custom charsets: up to four charset files can be provided, and the 
characters therefrom can be used in a password with the substitution sequences ?1, ?2, ?3, 
and ?4, representing the first to fourth custom charset respectively. Aside from substitu
tion sequences of the form question mark followed by a single-characer charset specifier, it 
is also possible to include static letters in the mask. These represent characters that are 
unchanging. In the mask, they are indicated by the literal character they represent.6 So the 
mask ?dA?d represents all passwords that are in the form of a decimal digit, followed by the 
letter A , followed by another decimal digit. Multiple masks can also be used concurrently: 
then the resulting keyspace is formed by all the passwords generated by all provided masks. 

There is a big downside with the brute-force approach as described: most candidate 
passwords generated therefrom are not very likely to be used by most people. However, 
Fitcrack supports a feature to alleviate this drawback: Markov chains. The principle behind 
this feature is that some letter combinations are more likely to appear in passwords than 
others. For example, the letter B is more likely to be followed by the letter Y (e.g. when 
forming the word "by") than the letter Q (there are few English words that contain the 
substring "bq"). This is called the 2D Markov mode. There also exists the 3D Markov 
mode, which in addition to using the information about the previous character uses the 
position in the password to judge character probabilities (e.g. uppercase characters are 
more likely to appear at the beginning of passwords, whereas numbers are likely to be at 
the end). Fitcrack can then generate passwords not in the lexicographical order, but in the 
order that the characters are most likely to appear relative to each other, thus potentially 
cracking passwords in a faster time. To use this feature, the user needs to supply a "Markov 
statistics file", which contains information about the relative character probabilities that 
are to be used. However, though this feature generates likelier candidate passwords first, 
it does not prevent generating unlikely candidate passwords. If the user wishes to limit 
the keyspace to likelier passwords, they can set a Markov threshold value. The Markov 
threshold is a positive integer value that limits the generation of candidate passwords by 
only using the N likeliest character combinations as defined by the Markov statistics file, 
where N is the Markov threshold value. For example, suppose the Markov statistics file 
defines the four likeliest letters after the letter A to be T, Y , N , and W, and suppose the 
Markov threshold is set to three, then a sequence of thus-generated passwords may look like 
so: mat, may, man, men. We can see that after the word mat comes the word may because 
the Markov statistics file defines T to be the likeliest letter after A , followed by Y . Likewise 
this is true for may and man. However, man is not followed by maw, and that is because 
W is the fourth most likely letter to follow after the letter A , and the Markov threshold 

5In addition to the three charsets shown, there exist: 
?h — lowercase hexadecimal digits (0-f) 
?H — uppercase hexadecimal digits (0-F) 
?s — special characters ([space] ! „#$: ;<=>?(§[] {I >-) 
?a — all standard ASCII characters 
?b — binary; all 8-bit binary values 

6To include the static letter representing a question mark, it has to be escaped like so ?? as otherwise 
there would be no way to differentiates between the static letter ? and the start of substitution sequence. 
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value of three tells us we only care about the three most likely characters that follow each 
individual character, so in the next iteration the letter A in the second position in the word 
is modified (changing A to E) , and the last position in the word is set to the character 
most likely to follow after the new letter (E is most likely followed by N), giving us the 
next generated password of men. Of course, this Markov-chain approach depends on the 
assumption that the searched passwords contain predictable patterns that can be modelled 
by Markov chains. But if the user can make such an assumption, this feature can increase 
the speed of password cracking using the brute-force attack. 

In the context of the Webadmin front-end (Fig. 2.11), the user enters the masks to be 
used one by one into individual text boxes, or they load masks from a hashcat mask file, 
which can then be modified as if the user entered them one by one (A). The user can select 
up to four custom charsets by checking check boxes next to the charset names they want to 
use (B). If the user wants to generate candidate passwords using the Markov-chain-based 
order, they can select which mode they want to use (D), select the Markov statistics file to 
be used (C), and also optionally set a Markov threshold value (E). 

2.2.4 H y b r i d Attack 

Select dictionary Type mask 

0 

• Name Keys pace Time L 
f1 

• honeynet.txt E 226.D82 18.08.201! 14:00 • 

• darkweb2017-1op1000.txt B 1 000 18.08.201! 1 4 00 

• myspace.fxt 2j 37,123 18.08.201! 14:00 

Rows per page: 3 • 1-3 of 8 

Type rule 

Figure 2.12: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for configuring a hybrid wordlist and mask 
attack — dictionary-file selection for the left dictionary (A), rule input for the left dictionary 
(B), password-mask input for the mask to generate right-side passwords for concatenation 

The hybrid attack is very similar to the combination attack (Section 2.2.2), but instead 
of concatenating two passwords from two dictionaries, passwords from a dictionary are 
concatenated with passwords generated using the brute-force method (Section 2.2.3). It is 
also possible to concatenate the other way around—a password generated using the brute-
force approach with a password from a dictionary. Similarly to the combination attack, 
only one mangling rule (Section 2.2.1) can be applied to the dictionary. There are also 
restrictions placed on the candidate passwords generated with the brute-force approach: 
only a single simple password mask may be used, i.e. no custom charsets may be used, and 
the generation order is strictly lexicographic. 

From the Webadmin front-end perspective (Fig. 2.12), configuring—in this case a hybrid 
wordlist and mask attack—is very similar to that of the combination attack. The user selects 
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the dictionary to be used for the left side (A) and optionally types a mangling rule to be 
used with it (B); then they type in a password mask for the right side (C). The UI for 
the opposite hybrid mask and wordlist attack is nearly identical, with the dictionary- and 
mask-selection UI sections swapping places. 

2.2.5 P C F G Attack 

Select PCFG grammar * 

Name Keyspace 

> 
Added 

• John • 1,321,431,16" 30.03.2019 14:14 

• facebook-pastebay E 999 30.03.2019 14:15 

• twitter-banned E 1,096 30.03.2019 14:17 

® Rows per page: 10 v 

Edit keyspace limit 

4 8 4 2 5 9 0 0 6 7 3 0 2 7 5 4 6 0 passwords 

J 
Select rule file 

Name Count Added 

Q best64.rule E 77 18.03.2018 14:00 

d3ad0ne.rule ß 34,099 18.03.201G 14:00 

1 leetspeak.rule Q3 17 18.03.2018 14:00 

Rows per page: 3 v 

Figure 2.13: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for configuring a P C F G attack — selection 
of grammar to use (A), input for keyspace-size limit (B), selection of mangling ruleset (C) 

P C F G is an initialism for "probabilistic context-free grammar". The attack works by 
analysing a set of pre-existing passwords and deriving a probabilistic context-free grammar 
from them. Since the grammar is based on an existing set of passwords, it should capture 
the patterns of password creation present in the original set of passwords. For example, 
suppose that the set of passwords that is analysed contains passwords in the form of "word 
number word" (e.g. foo 42 bar and alice 16 bob). In the analysis process, this pattern 
is picked up and introduced into the grammar. After the analysis process is complete and 
a P C F G is generated, the attack generates all passwords that are valid according to the 
grammar. This set of generated passwords should be larger than the original set because 
the generated grammar should generalise the rules and create new valid combinations. So 
for example, the "word number word" should get picked up and password candidates like 
alice 42 foo should appear in the resulting generated keyspace despite not being in the 
original set. In the analysis process, the relative occurrences of substrings is noted, and 
this information is used to add probabilities to the terms in the generated grammar. This 
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means that when password candidates are generated from the created grammar, password 
candidates that are most probable to be used are generated first. The P C F G attack was 
originally proposed by Weir et al. [17]. 

Fitcrack has the option to generate P C F G s from dictionaries. The resulting P C F G s are 
then stored for later use.7 A stored P C F G can then be selected and, in the attack, candidate 
passwords are generated therefrom and used to try to crack the requested hashes. Fitcrack 
also offers a way to limit how many passwords are generated from the P C F G . Mangling 
(Section 2.2.1) can also be applied to the generated passwords to expand the keyspace. 

When it comes to setting up a P C F G attack in the Webadmin front-end (Fig. 2.13), 
the user selects a single stored P C F G to be used as a base for generating passwords (A). 
They can also limit the number of candidate passwords by setting the maximum number of 
passwords to generate (B), and they can select a single mangling ruleset file to be applied 
to the candidate-password set generated by the P C F G (C). If the user wishes to create 
a new P C F G , they can either import one or generate one from a dictionary through the 
cracking-asset library (Section 2.3) in Fitcrack Webadmin. 

2.2.6 P R I N C E Attack 

P R I N C E stands for "PRobability INfinite Chained Elements". It is a modern password-
generation algorithm designed by Jens Steube [14]. The algorithm works by concatenating 
several strings together. A l l strings are taken from a single dictionary, and the order in which 
the strings are concatenated is chosen depending on the relevance (occurrence frequency) of 
the strings. So for example, if we use the P R I N C E algorithm with a dictionary consisting 
of three words f oo, bar, and n i l l , the P R I N C E algorithm will generate passwords such 
as foo, foobar, nillfoobarbar etc. However, since this leads to generating an infinite 
keyspace, the algorithm takes also as input a set of limits: a minimum and maximum 
length for the password as a whole, and a minimum and a maximum number of strings 
that are concatenated. This limits the size of the keyspace to a finite number. Another 
configuration setting taken by the P R I N C E algorithm is whether to use case permutation: 
if yes, the P R I N C E algorithm can change the capitalisation of the first character of a 
word from the input dictionary. I.e. if the dictionary contains the word foo, the P R I N C E 
algorithm behaves as if there were two words, foo and Foo in the dictionary. This allows the 
P R I N C E algorithm to generate common camel-case-style passwords (e.g. myPasswordFoo) 
without needing to duplicate words in the input dictionary. Additionally, a separate total 
limit on the number of candidate passwords generated can be imposed. This is separate from 
the password-length and element-count limits—if the total limit is hit while the P R I N C E 
algorithm can still generate new password candidates, then generation is prematurely ended 
(and vice versa if the P R I N C E algorithm terminates before the limit is hit). Finally, a check 
for duplicate passwords can be enabled—given how the algorithm works, it is possible that a 
given string can be generated independently several times by concatenating various numbers 
of input words. Fitcrack also allows to use one ruleset file for mangling (Section 2.2.1) the 
words in the input dictionary, and also specifically for this attack mode only, Fitcrack allows 
the generation of random mangling rules to be used with the input dictionary. The usage 
of random rule generation and a ruleset file cannot be combined. 

When looking at the PRINCE-attack configuration UI in Webadmin (Fig. 2.14), the 
discussed options are laid as so: The user can select several dictionary files to be used as 

7Do note that the PCFGs are stored, not sets of candidate passwords generated by them, as the size of 
those sets can be massive and impractical. 
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the input dictionary (A). The user can set the limits of the P R I N C E algorithm by typing 
in the minimum and maximum values (D) and also the total keyspace limit (E). One can 
also enable or disable the options to use case permutation (C) and to check and eliminate 
potential duplicates (B). Finally, the user can select one mangling ruleset file to apply to 
the input dictionary (F) or input the desired number of mangling rules to be randomly 
generated (G), but not both at once. 

2.3 Library Management 

Another major part of Fitcrack Webadmin is the management of cracking assets, files 
required for cracking jobs: dictionaries, P C F G s , rulesets, charsets, mask files, and Markov 
statistics files. Collectively, this is called the asset library. 

In this section, we step through the actions a user takes to manage cracking assets. 
Although there are 6 different types of cracking assets, the UI for managing them is very 
similar. The actions are first shown for managing rule files (Fig. 2.15). Followed are only 
the differences for other types of cracking assets, where they exist. 

For cracking assets that are stored on the Fitcrack server, two actions are always avail
able to be performed: downloading the asset file and deleting it. 

To download a cracking-asset file, the user clicks the download button (Fig. 2.15C). 
After clicking, a regular file download is initiated. 

To delete a cracking asset, the user clicks the delete button (Fig. 2.15D). After clicking 
it, a pop-up dialog box appears, asking the user if they are sure. The user can then either 
press the enter key or click on the "Yes" button to confirm the deletion. A snackbar 
notification then appears to inform the user that the deletion was successful (or that an 
error occurred). 

These two actions are identical for all types of cracking assets. 
To upload a new cracking asset, the user first clicks on the file input (Fig. 2.15A) and 

selects a file to be uploaded. Then the user confirms the upload by clicking the "Upload" 
button (Fig. 2.15B) to confirm the upload. A snackbar notification then appears to inform 
the user that the upload was successful (or that an error occurred). This sequence of actions 
is the same for ruleset, charset, and mask-file management. 

For the management of dictionaries, P C F G s , and Markov statistics files, the way to 
upload new files is different. The example is shown on Markov statistics file management, 
but there virtually no differences for the three types of assets. First, the user clicks the 
"Add New" button (Fig. 2.16). This opens up a dialog box (Fig. 2.17). 

If the user wishes to upload a new file, the user can perform the same steps as described 
above for the other types of cracking assets, using the same upload UI (Fig. 2.17B) as in 
Fig. 2.15. 

The user can also create Markov statistics files by generating them from dictionaries. 
To do that, the user first navigates to the "Make from Dictionary" tab (Fig. 2.17A) in 
the dialog box. After switching to the other tab (Fig. 2.18), the user can select which 
dictionary they want to use for generating (Fig. 2.18A). They can then optionally set the 
name the newly-generated Markov statistics file should use (Fig. 2.18B). And finally, the 
user confirms their intent to generate the Markov statistics file by clicking the confirm 
button (Fig. 2.18C). After some time, the dialog closes and a snackbar notification appears 
to inform the user that the upload was successful (or that an error occurred). 

Similarly, P C F G s can be created from dictionaries. 
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Finally, there is a special-case: the management of dictionary files. When managing 
dictionary files, there are some additions (Fig. 2.19) to the regular UI. There are two 
additional check boxes, one to select whether to sort the uploaded file by password length 
and one whether to treat the uploaded file as a dictionary containing password stored 
in hexadecimal format. The user selects these options before clicking "Upload New" and 
proceeding as described above. There is also an additional way of uploading files—importing 
from a special folder on the Fitcrack server by clicking the "Add From Server" button. 
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Select dictionary 

• Name Keyspace Time 

• honeynet.txt E 226,082 18.08.2018 14:00 

• darkweb2017top1000.txt E 1.000 18.08.2018 14:00 

® 
myspsce.txt E 18.08,2018 14:00 

=:ows per page: 3 w 1 -3 of 8 > 

Check for password dupl icates 

C a s e permutation 

Minimal length of passwords (1 - 32) 

Maximal length of passwords (1 - 32) 

Minimal number of elements per chain (1 - 1 6 ) 

Maximal number of elements per chain (1 - 1 6 ) 

Edit keyspace limit 

Select rule file 

p a s s w o r d s 

• best64.rule E 

Q d3ad0ne.rule B 

leetspeak.rule E 

18.08.2018 14:00 

18.08.2018 14:00 

18.08,2018 14:00 

^ows per page: 3 1 -3 of 6 > 

Generate random rules 

Figure 2.14: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for configuring a P R I N C E attack — selection 
of dictionary-files to create input dictionaries (A), option for checking and eliminating of 
duplicates (B), option whether to use case permutation (C), inputs for setting the P R I N C E 
generation limits (D), input for limiting the size of the keyspace as a whole (E), selection 
of a single mangling ruleset to be used with the input dictionary (F), input for the number 
of randomly generated mangling rules (G) 
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Rules per page 10 •* 1-6 of 6 

Select files 

Figure 2.15: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for managing rule files — file input for 
selecting file to be uploaded (A), upload button to confirm and perform a file upload (B), 
button to download a stored rule file (C), button to delete a stored rule file (D). The 
interface is virtually identical to the one for managing charsets and mask files. 
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Figure 2.16: The Fitcrack Webadmin interface for managing Markov statistics files. The 
interface is mostly identical to the one for managing dictionaries and PCFGs . 
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UPLOAD FILE MAKE FROM DICTIONARY 
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Select files 

Figure 2.17: The dialog box for uploading a Markov statistics file; shown is the tab for 
uploading files — tabs for switching between file-upload and make-from-dictionary modes 
(A), file-upload UI (B). Note the upload UI is the same as in Fig. 2.15 
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Figure 2.18: The dialog box for uploading Markov statistics file; shown is the tab for 
creating Markov statistics file from dictionaries — selection table for the dictionary from 
which to create the Markov-statistics file (A), name field to set the name for the generated 
Markov statistics file (B), confirmation button (C) 
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Figure 2.19: Additional options that exist for the management of dictionary files. 



Chapter 3 

Methods for Testing Web 
Applications 

This chapter discusses several methods for creating tests for web applications. 
A naive way of writing tests is to lay out a sequence of actions to be performed, such 

as clicking a button, typing some text, and scrolling the page. This approach is called 
capture-replay, as in we are capturing actions to be replayed later. While this approach 
is easy to understand and does not even require writing code by virtue of using recording 
tools such as Selenium IDE, it brings forth some problems. 

Suppose we have a test suite and that all tests start by logging in as a user. If we use a 
capture-replay approach, all tests start with the same piece of code that logs the user in. 
Moreover, the code contains very specific actions such as "click the element with id 'foo'". 
If the website changes its layout, all tests break and all tests need to be modified to be 
fixed. 

Martin Fowler proposed a solution to this problem. Originally called the window model, 
it is now more commonly known as the page-object model [2]. In the page-object model, 
every web page or significant part of a web page is modelled ctS ct p£l ge object. A page object 
encapsulates the how of interacting with the web page. It contains the logic of how website 
elements are located in the D O M tree, and it exposes interactions with the web page in 
the form of methods. Crucially, the interactions are modelled from the end user's point of 
view. And thus the page-object model achieves 

1. deduplication of code, repeat actions can be bundled into methods and then reused: 

2. separation of concerns, code that interacts with the UI is separate from the tests that 
interact with the app. 

We can demonstrate the difference between the approaches on the login page of Fitcrack 
(Fig. 2.1). Let us consider that we want to test two functionalities of this page, a successful 
login attempt and a failed login attempt. The tests are almost the same—they both fill in 
a username and password and click the "SIGN I N " button. What is different is what they 
check for after clicking the button—testing for successful login requires checking that we 
are on the home page and the correct user is shown as logged in; testing for a failed login 
should cause an error message to appear. 

In the capture-replay approach (Listing 3.1), the tests consist of a sequence of literal 
steps taken. 
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1 class SuccessFullLogin(unittest.TestCase): 
2 deftest (self): 
3 self.driver.get("https://live. fitcrack.cz") 
4 self.driver.find element by id(" input—20").clear() 
5 self, driver. find element by id (" input—20"). send_keys (" Alice") 
6 self, driver. find element by_id (" input—23"). clear () 
7 self, driver. find_element_by_id (" input—23"). send_keys (" foo") 
8 self, driver. find_element_by_xpath (' / /button [@type=" submit" ]'). click () 
9 WebDriverWait(self.driver, timeout=15).until(lambda d: d.find element by_tag name( 

"hi")) 
10 assert "Alice" in self.driver.find_element_by_tag_name("hl") 
11 class FailedLoginTest(unittest.TestCase): 
12 deftest (self): 
13 self.driver.get("https://live.fitcrack.cz") 
14 self.driver.find element by id(" input—20").clear() 
15 self, driver. find element by id (" input—20"). send_keys (" wrong login") 
16 self, driver. find element by_id ("input—23"). clear () 
17 self, driver. find_element_by_id (" input—23"). send_keys (" foo") 
18 self, driver. find_element_by_xpath (' / /button [@type=" submit" ]'). click () 
19 assert "User not found" in self.driver.find_element_by_class_name("v—alert content"). 

text 

Listing 3.1: Login-page tests utilising the capture-replay approach 

Let us first take a look at the successful-login test: On Line 3, we navigate to the login 
page. Then on lines 4-7, we input the login details into the login form. Line 8 clicks the 
submit button. Line 9 then waits until the homepage is loaded. Finally, Line 10 checks to 
see if our username appears in the welcome text on the homepage. 

Observe now the failed-login test: We can see that Lines 13-18 are identical to Lines 
3-8 in the successful-login test save for changes in the values typed into the text fields. 
What differs is Line 19: instead of checking that we are on the homepage, we check that 
an error message appears. This is an example of the duplication described heretofore. 

Aside from the duplication of code, there is the problem of test fragility and mainte
nance: Suppose that in a new version of Fitcrack the ID of the username field changes from 
input-20 to input-username. In that case, all tests break and all tests need to replace 
their locators to refer to the new id. In this case, it is a rather trivial amount of four lines 
needing to be amended; however, in large test suites, the number of lines needing to be 
changed can be large. 

1 class SuccessFullLogin(unittest.TestCase): 
2 deftest (self): 
3 loginPage = LoginPage(self.driver).navigate() 
4 homePage = loginPage. login ("Alice", "foo") 
5 assert "Alice" in homePage.getWelcomeText() 
6 class FailedLoginTest(unittest.TestCase): 
7 deftest (self): 
8 loginPage = LoginPage(self.driver,PREFIX).load() 
9 loginPage. login (" wrong login ","42069") 

10 assert "User not found" in loginPage.getErrorTextQ 

Listing 3.2: Login-page tests utilising the page-object-model approach 
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Now we will look at the same tests implemented using the page-object model approach 
(Listing 3.2). We can see that the tests are much shorter. They do not contain explicit 
actions to the web browser but rather actions expressed closer to the natural language of 
an end user. 

Let us look at the successful-login test: On Line 3, we construct a LoginPage object 
and use its navigate method to make the web browser load the Fitcrack login page. Line 
4 then uses the login method to log the user in; the method returns a HomePage object 
representing the home page of Fitcrack. And finally, Line 5 uses the getWelcomeText 
method to see if our username is in the welcome text of the homepage. 

The failed-login test is quite similar, with the difference in the assertion at the end: 
Line 10 checks for the existence of an error message. 

1 class LoginPage(): 
2 def init (self,driver:WebDriver): 
3 self, driver = driver 
4 self. URL = "https://live.fitcrack.cz/" 
5 ©property 
6 def username field (self): 
7 return self.driver.find element by_id("input—20") 
8 ©property 
9 def password_field(self): 
10 return self.driver.find element by id("input—23") 
11 ©property 
12 def submit_button(self): 
13 return self.driver.find_element_by_xpath('//button[@type="submit"]') 
14 ©property 
15 def error_text(self): 
16 return self.driver.find_element_by_class_name("v—alert content") 
17 def navigate (self): 
18 self.driver.get(self.URL) 
19 return self 
20 def getErrorText (self): 
21 return self.errorText.text 
22 def login(self,username:str,password:str): 
23 self.username.send keys (username) 
24 self. password_field .send_keys (password) 
25 self.submit button.click() 
26 return HomePage (driver) 

Listing 3.3: Class representing the login page 

The tests shown made use of page objects. These have to be implemented by the 
programmer. The class representing the login page is shown in Listing 3.3. Lines 5-16 

contain the definitions of properties representing objects of interest on the web page. Each 
property consists of one getter that contains a locator call locating the page element. These 
properties are not used directly in tests but rather they are used by the methods of the 
page object. Definitions of such methods are shown on Lines 17-26. 

Now let us again consider the situation when the id of the username field changes: 
just like in the example with the capture-replay approach, all tests break; however, with 
the page-object model approach, only one line of code needs to be changed, and that is 
the username_f ield property definition on Line 7. The deduplication achieved with the 
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page-object model reduces the amount of maintenance needed. Furthermore, the tests are 
written in a more domain-specific language, expressing actions the end user wants to take 
in a more natural language. 

The advantages of the page-object model approach have been practically measured and 
demonstrated in real-life applications and studies. It has been shown that the creation of 
test suites using the page-object model approach takes in general a longer initial time, but 
the effort required to maintain the test suite is greatly reduced. For that reason, I decided 
to use this approach in the development of a test suite for Fitcrack [7, 8, 9, 10]. 
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Chapter 4 

Selenium Browser-Automation 
Project 

Selenium is a collection of tools and libraries used for browser automation. Its development 
started in 2004 as an internal project at the company ThoughtWorks by Jason Huggins. 
At this time, Selenium was a set of JavaScript scripts used to test websites and a domain-
specific language to define what actions Selenium shall perform. These scripts had to be 
included onto the websites that developers wanted to test. The company soon thereafter 
decided to open-source the tool, and in the coming years, many people contributed to 
Selenium, and the project branched out into creating several tools. The original approach 
of using JavaScript scripts manually injected onto web pages has since been abandoned 
[13, 15]. 

As of now the tools that are part of Selenium are: 

• Selenium WebDriver, a solution to control web browsers programmatically in common 
languages such as Java, Python, and JavaScript: 

• Selenium Grid, a server to enable distributed running of Selenium WebDriver scripts 
across multiple devices: 

• Selenium IDE, a browser extension allowing recording and playback of actions taken 
on a website. 

4.1 Selenium WebDriver 

Web browser Browser driver 
Selenium 
language 
bindings 

End-user code 

implementation-specific W3C WebDriver API Selenium WebDriver API 

Figure 4.1: Overview of Selenium WebDriver components 

Selenium WebDriver is the name given to a set of components and APIs that work 
together to let people write web-automation scripts. These are browser drivers, the W3C 
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WebDriver A P I , Selenium language bindings, and the Selenium WebDriver A P I . The inter
connection of the components is shown in Fig. 4.1. In the following sections, the individual 
components are explained in detail, but for most uses, the following explanation is enough: 

Selenium language bindings are libraries used by people to automate web-browser ac
tions. They do not interface with web browsers directly; control of web browsers is per
formed by software called browser drivers. Selenium language bindings send commands to 
browser drivers using a unified A P I , which in turn control web browsers. 

4.1.1 W 3 C WebDriver A P I 

At the heart of Selenium WebDriver is the W3C WebDriver API, an A P I for program-
matically controlling web browsers [16]. It exposes a set of commands for interacting with 
browsers as a set of R E S T endpoints. It is a W3C recommendation but was not always 
one: the A P I was created by the Selenium team and then subsequently standardised. It is 
different from the Selenium WebDriver API—the differences are described in Section 4.1.3. 
The provided commands include: 

• navigating to URLs , refreshing the page, navigating backwards and forwards in the 
web-browser history; 

• locating elements in the D O M tree in various ways, such as using CSS selectors, 
H T M L IDs, XPath expressions etc.; 

• interacting with those elements—clicking on them, typing into them if they are form 
inputs, querying whether an element is visible etc.; 

• interacting in a more low-level way—clicking or scrolling on precise coordinates in a 
browser window, sending keystrokes to the browser etc.; 

• executing arbitrary JavaScript. 

This is not a complete enumeration of the commands the W3C WebDriver A P I offers; 
the commands listed are the most used and or important. 

Actions that locate or interact with elements are the most commonly used by end users. 
The A P I specifies that these interactions be executed as if a human performed them. For 
example, this means if one sends a click-element command, the A P I specifies that the 
element must be visible and scrolled into view (and if not scrolled into view, the action 
should attempt to scroll the element into view), not obstructed by other elements, and 
be interactable (e.g. input elements must have the disabled attribute set), among many 
other smaller checks. By emulating human behaviour, there should be no difference between 
humans manually performing actions on a website and Selenium automating those actions. 

Sometimes, the human-like behaviour of element interactions is unwanted or the pro
vided actions do not offer enough complexity, which is why the W3C WebDriver A P I also 
offers a low-level way of interacting with the web browser called the Actions API.1 The 
Actions A P I offers granular actions: pressing or releasing individual keyboard keys, moving 
the mouse pointer (via mouse or touch-pen motions), pressing or releasing mouse or pen 
buttons, scrolling using the scroll wheel, and pausing and doing nothing for a set amount 
of time. A command using the Actions A P I takes the form of a sequence of actions listed. 

1Despite being called the Actions API, it is a sub-API of the W3C WebDriver API and not a separate 
API. 
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This allows programmers to perform complex actions not possible using element interac
tions. Clicking and dragging, hovering the mouse over certain elements, and using keyboard 
shortcuts the website listens for are all examples of actions possible to be performed using 
only the Action A P I . 

The feature to execute arbitrary JavaScript is not commonly used by end-users. Sele
nium WebDriver, however, extensively uses it internally to add features not present in the 
W3C WebDriver A P I itself, creating an extended "Selenium WebDriver API" . The why and 
how is described in Section 4.1.3. 

4.1.2 Browser Drivers 

A browser driver is a piece of software that implements and provides the W3C WebDriver 
A P I described in Section 4.1.1 for a particular web browser. That is to say, browser drivers 
work as mediators between web browsers and automation code: browser drivers receive 
W3C WebDriver A P I commands and translate them into browser-specific actions. Since 
different web browsers work in wildly different ways, a specific browser driver controls only 
one type of browser. 

In the past, browser drivers were implemented by the Selenium team themselves. But 
the rising popularity of Selenium WebDriver (in general and among browser developers) 
combined with the standardisation of the W3C WebBrowser A P I meant that browser de
velopers themselves started developing and offering browser drivers for their own browsers. 
Nowadays, with the exception of Internet Explorer, whose driver is still developed by the 
Selenium team themselves, all browser drivers are supplied by their respective browser de
velopers. Browser drivers may and usually do extend the W3C WebDriver A P I by adding 
browser-specific features. These are usually browser-initialisation options, such as starting 
the browser with some browser extensions enabled. 

4.1.3 Selenium Language Bindings and the Selenium WebDriver A P I 

Selenium language bindings are code libraries in a variety of programming languages, such 
as Java, JavaScript, or Python. These are the code libraries that end-user programmers use 
to write scripts that automate browser actions. These libraries communicate with browser 
drivers using the W3C WebDriver A P I , which in turn control browsers. To the end-user 
programmer, they expose the Selenium WebDriver API, a set of classes and functions for 
controlling web browsers. 

The Selenium WebDriver A P I is not just a wrapper around the W3C WebDriver A P I : 
while the Selenium WebDriver A P I does indeed provide access to all the functions of W3C 
WebDriver A P I , it also offers many functions not provided by it, effectively extending 
the W3C WebDriver A P I . For example, the W3C WebDriver A P I provides many ways of 
locating elements in the D O M tree. The Selenium WebDriver A P I in addition provides 
a way not present in the W3C WebDriver A P I : relative locators,2 which enable locating 
elements in relation to other elements as they appear on the screen. Another feature not 
present in the W3C WebDriver A P I is the ability of the Actions sub-API, which is used 
for low-level browser interaction, 3 to type strings of text as opposed to only being able to 
press and release individual keyboard keys one by one.4 

2

https://www. selenium.dev/documentation/webdriver/elements/locators/#relative-locators 
3see Section 4.1.1 for more information 
4

https://www. selenium.dev/documentation/webdriver/actions_api/keyboard/#send-keys 
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In addition to extending the functionality of the W3C WebDriver A P I , the Selenium 
WebDriver A P I also specifies several convenience functions, for example for comparing and 
working with colours.5 

The way how the Selenium language bindings implement the additional features is two
fold: either they implement them in the language of the specific language bindings or they 
implement them as a JavaScript script which gets executed in the browser using the ability 
of the W3C WebDriver A P I to execute arbitrary JavaScript code—the JavaScript code is 
then reused by all implementations of Selenium language bindings. Relative locators are 
implemented using the JavaScript approach, and the string typing is implemented in the 
library code by converting the string typing action into a sequence of key presses and key 
releases. 

The reason why the logic of controlling browsers is strewn around so many different 
places and languages is largely historical and architectural. 

Selenium language bindings then ideally implement all the requirements of the Selenium 
WebDriver A P I so that all versions of Selenium language bindings offer the same features in 
the same way, no matter which programming language the end-user programmer chooses. 
The word "ideally" is important to note: the Selenium WebDriver A P I is not a rigid, 
well-defined, and standardised A P I like the W3C WebDriver A P I ; it is more of an informal 
description of what Selenium language bindings should provide and how they should achieve 
it. This means that there exist some differences in what features different versions of 
Selenium language bindings offer. 

In conclusion, Selenium language bindings are the libraries that end-user programmers 
use to write web-automation scripts. They interface with browser drivers using the W3C 
WebDriver A P I (a R E S T API) , but they extend the A P I with additional features and 
functions. This extended set of functionality is called the Selenium WebDriver A P I (a 
description of classes and functions). 

4.2 Selenium I D E 

Selenium IDE is a browser extension that allows one to record actions taken on a website 
to be replayed later. It can record all actions taken by the user, such as clicking a but
ton, hovering a mouse over some element, typing text into form inputs etc. Recordings 
are referred to as "tests", though they need not necessarily be used for testing purposes. 
Tests need not be created by recording user actions; they can also be created by manually 
specifying each individual action. Fig. 4.2 shows the Selenium IDE UI with a recorded test 
of logging into the Fitcrack Webadmin interface—to be specific, recorded is an attempt to 
log in using the username "Alice" and password "Password". 

In addition to actions, assertions and flow control are also available to be added to the 
tests. Selenium IDE is not necessary for the playback of tests: saved tests can also be 
run from a command-line interface using the Selenium SIDE Runner, which even allows 
for running tests in parallel using Selenium Grid. This enables Selenium IDE to automate 
web-browser actions without the need for scripting in traditional programming languages 
using Selenium WebDriver. 

Though Selenium IDE can be used for creating complex tests and automation code, 
it is generally recommended to use Selenium IDE for simple tasks, like bug-reproduction 
scripts. However, Selenium IDE offers the option of exporting tests to equivalent Selenium 

5

https://www.selenium.dev/documentation/webdriver/support_features/colors/ 
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Figure 4.2: The main Selenium IDE window showing a recording 

WebDriver in a selection of languages, so the exported code can be used as a starting point 
in building Selenium WebDriver tests. 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation of Page Objects 
and Browser-Controlling Code 

To develop a test suite using the page-object model, the UI of the application under test 
needs to be modelled as a set of objects that represent each page or major part of a page 
of the application. As Fitcrack Webadmin is a single-page application, the designed page 
objects cannot strictly model pages, as the result would be one monolithic object—a quite 
unhelpful abstraction. Instead, I model each screen of Fitcrack ctS ct p£l ge object; some 
screens are split up into distinct sections, so in those cases, these sections are represented 
as page objects of their own. Not all features of Fitcrack Webadmin are modelled; only the 
ones necessary to perform the designed tests are. The page-object model, however, offers 
extendability, so expanding with additional features should be possible without disruption. 

In this chapter, the page objects and other code that directly interacts with the browser 
is described. In the first section, base classes for page objects are described, then the 
specific page objects are described, and finally, the code common code used by page objects 
is described (such as helper functions and custom exceptions). 

5.1 Common Page-Object Code 

In this section, the base classes from which page objects inherit are described. 

5.1.1 Base Class for Page Objects 

A l l page objects defined inherit from the PageObject base class. This class provides com
mon features and abstract methods used by all page objects. 

One abstract method that is defined is ensure_loaded. This method waits until the 
UI the page object represents is loaded and performing actions in the UI is safe. For 
example, in Fig. 5.1 we can see an example of Webadmin being in the middle of loading a 
specific page. Interacting with the UI in this state is impossible as there are no UI elements 
to interact with, and trying to would cause issues such as raised exceptions or possibly 
undefined behaviour. 

Page objects then perform this wait upon initialisation; this behaviour is implemented 
in the init method (Listing 5.1): unless suppressed, whenever a page object is created, 
its relevant ensure_loaded method is run. This makes sure that Webadmin is always in a 
stable state, ready to be interacted with. If this state cannot be achieved—that is to say 
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Figure 5.1: A screenshot of Webadmin showing an example of the UI not being fully loaded 
yet 

that the loading of a page of Webadmin fails—the page object raises a relevant exception 
right upon initialisation. 

1 def init (self,driver:WebDriver,no ensure loaded=False): 
2 self, driver = driver 
3 if not no ensure loaded: 
4 self.ensure_loaded() 

Listing 5.1: init method used in the PageObject class 

The init method also saves a reference to a WebDriver object, which is required 
to perform all actions upon the UI, because the web browser has to be controlled using this 
object. 

Then there are provided methods for interacting with parts of Webadmin that are not 
strictly part of any specific page: 

For working with snackbar notifications, the methods get_snackbar_notification 
and _wait_until_snackbar_notif ication_disappears are defined. 

It is often useful to inspect the snackbar notification to inspect the result of an action. 
The get_snackbar_notif ication method returns the text of the notification and the 
type of the notification, either success (Fig. 5.3) or error (Fig. 5.3). The type is determined 
by inspecting the applied CSS classes of the notification. It is also possible, by setting 
the optional parameter raise_exception_on_error to True, to automatically have the 
method raise an exception if the displayed notification shows an error. The method waits 
for up to 10 seconds until a snackbar notification appears; otherwise, the method raises an 
exception. 

Since snackbar notifications can obstruct content behind them (Fig. 5.3), which can 
cause issues if it is desired to interact with the obstructed content, the method _wait_until_ 
snackbar_notif ication_disappears is provided. The method waits for up to 10 seconds 
until the snackbar notification automatically disappears; otherwise, a timeout exception 
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Figure 5.2: Example of a snackbar notification showing an error 

is raised. Methods in specific page objects use this after performing actions that cause 
snackbar notifications to appear to hand off Webadmin in a stable state—after performing 
a method, the UI should be able to be used, so if snackbar notifications are emitted, the 
methods should wait until they disappear. 

Figure 5.3: Example of a snackbar notification that obstructs two buttons behind it 

In a similar vein is the last method defined in the base PageObject class, _wait_until 
_dialog_closes. This method waits until a dialog box disappears. It waits for up to the 
default duration of 10 seconds, but the wait time can be set to a custom value. If the 
dialog does not disappear within the set timeout, an exception is raised. This method is 
required to be used after exiting out of dialog boxes because exiting plays a dialog-closing 
animation, and during the animation, the UI cannot be interacted with, so page objects 
need to wait until the UI is in a stable state. Confirming and closing a dialog box may also 
initiate lengthy server requests, so the timeout can be adjusted. 

5.1.2 Base Class for Page-Component Objects 

A subclass of the PageObject base class. The PageComponentObject class stores an 
_element property with a reference to a D O M element. This element is used as an anchor 
to locate sub-elements within it. This is useful for when there are many similar compo
nents on a page. For example, in Fig. 5.4, there is shown a table, and it is desired to 
model each table row as an object. By saving a reference to the <tr> element of each 
row into the _element property, sub-components can be located more easily. Suppose 
there is a locator to access the keyspace value in the third column: it can be written as 
self._element.find_element(By.CSS_SELECTOR,'td:nth-child(3)')• Not having an 
anchor element stored would necessitate the usage of locators that search through the en
tire D O M tree from the root node. 

5.1.3 Table-Row Objects 

Tables often appear in the Webadmin UI, and interaction with them requires certain special 
handling. First of, many tables are only slightly different in design and behaviour. See the 
charset table (Fig. 5.5) and compare it with the table shown in the previous section (Fig. 
5.4)). See that while the two tables do contain different columns, their rows all have a check 
box as the first element. There are many such kinds of tables which share some behaviour 
but differ slightly, so these families of table are modelled using super objects that model 
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• Name Keyspace TlmB 

• honeyr ie tM E 225,082 18.08.201814:00 

• darkweb2017-tdp1000.txt E 1,000 18.08.201814:00 

• myspace.txt E 37,123 18.08.201814:00 

Rows per page: 3 •» 1-3of13 > 

Figure 5.4: A table in Webadmin. Each table row can be modelled as a Page-Component 
Object. 

• Name Keyspace 

• alpha_ci E 52 

• alphanurruci • 62 

1 • deJSO-3859-15 E 8 

Rows per page: 3 T 1 3 of 11 > 

1 1 

Figure 5.5: A table in Webadmin showing a selection of charsets. 

the common behaviour, and the specific objects inherit from these super objects to model 
the specific behaviour of the tables. 

Tables as a whole are not modelled as objects, however; instead, their rows are modelled. 
Each row object provides ways to inspect the values of a row's columns and interact with 
any interactable parts. A l l table-row objects inherit from PageComponentObject (described 
in the previous section) because each table-row object refers to one specific row and must 
therefore contain a reference to the specific <tr> element. 

To create such row objects, there are provided helper functions. Page objects then use 
these helper functions in their own methods that model user interactions without duplicat
ing table-handling code. 

One such helper function is build_table_row_objects_from_table. This a higher-
order function that takes as input the reference to a D O M object representing a table and a 
class and iterates through all <tr> elements of the table. For each <tr> element, it calls the 
provided class constructor and provides the reference to the <tr> element. It then returns 
a list of objects of the provided class. 

However, there are issues with this approach. See the table in Fig. 5.5; notice that three 
rows are shown, but then notice that there are a total of 11 rows available to be shown. It 
would be preferable to have access to all of the rows. See also how a table looks if there are 
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no elements to be shown (Fig. 5.6). Using build_table_row_objects_from_table here 
would not produce the correct results: The table contains a special row that shows that 
there is no data; this row does not conform to how a regular row with content looks. A 
table-row object created using a reference to such a <tr> element would cause undefined 
behaviour. Lastly, a table can be in the state of loading—the table may change its contents 
while the build_table_row_objects_from_table function is running. This causes the 
Selenium StaleRef erenceException to be raised; the table-row elements the function was 
working with no longer exist. 

Nairn Hash Tims Actions 

No data available 

Files per page 10 T < > 

Figure 5.6: A table in Webadmin that is empty; it display no elements. 

To provide a robust way to create table-row objects, there is the load_table_elements 
function. This function first, using the rows-per-page selector sets the table to display all ele
ments (or as many elements as the table can display). After that, it checks whether a special 
row indicating that the table is empty is present (Fig. 5.6); if yes, it returns an empty list. 
Then it checks whether the table is in the middle of initial loading; if yes, it raises an excep
tion informing of this UI state. After these checks, the build_table_row_objects_f rom_table 
function is called. If a StaleRef erenceException is raised, which may indicate that the 
table is in the middle of loading, then the function retries the steps listed (except selecting 
the rows per page count) up to 10 times, waiting for 2 seconds between the attempts. If 
after 10 times a StaleRef erenceException is still being raised, then the function raises 
an exception of its own to indicate that there is a problem and to not be stuck in a loop. 

Enableable Table Rows 

One family of tables are tables that contain rows that can be enabled with a check box (Figs. 
5.4 and 5.5). As such, there is one super class that deals with the common behaviour of all 
these tables (GenericEnableableTableRow). This class provides one property (enabled), 
which has a special getter and setter, for interacting with the check box. 

Provided is also a helper function called activate_elements_f rom_table_by_list_lookup. 
This function takes a list of objects that are compatible with the GenericEnableableTableRow 
class, a "value getter" function, and a list of values. The function iterates over the list of 
GenericEnableableTableRow objects and applies the "value getter" function to each; if the 
value returned by the "value getter" matches a element from the list of values, then that 
table-row object is set to be enabled (or disabled if the value does not match any element 
from the provided list). The function then raises an exception if the number of table-row 
objects that were set to enabled differs from the number of elements in the supplied value 
list. 
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Library Table Rows 

Another family of tables are the ones for the management of cracking assets as described 
in Section 2.3. There is thus a super class called GenericLibraryTableRow. This class 
provides two methods for the behaviour that all library table-row objects have in common. 

First is a method called delete which performs the actions necessary to delete the con
tent associated with the table row. As this action can fail, the method raises a WebadminError 
exception with the text of the shown error message if this happens. 

Second is a method called download. This method downloads the file associated with 
the table row. This method takes one Boolean argument (as_binary). Depending on the 
value the argument is set to, the method returns a text or binary string of the downloaded 
file. 

5.2 Specific Page Objects 

In this section, the specific page objects used in the test suite are described. 
The structure of the code for each page is quite similar. I based it on the Page Factory 

approach mentioned by the Selenium documentation [12], which is natively supported in 
the Java version of Selenium. 1 As an example, the code for the LoginPage page object is 
shown (Listing 5.2). 

First, any constants used by the page object are defined, if any (Line 2). 
Followed are method definitions. The first method that is defined is an implementation 

of ensure_loaded;
2

 the method definition may be missing if the page objects does not 
require require this check (Lines 4-6). 

Followed are locators, code that finds elements in the D O M tree (Lines 7-17). These 
are implemented as methods that return references to D O M elements; the methods are 
decorated with the Python ©property decorator. This allows for other methods to access 
these elements as object properties, which is more natural than having methods named "get 
element" and having to explicitly call them. 

Last are the methods that model the page's behaviour (Lines 19-29). These implement 
actions the model user may take. A l l page objects follow this structure. 

The sections that follow start, where appropriate, with an abridged (locators removed; 
only method signatures shown) overview of the structure of the described class as a quick 
reference of the methods that the page objects supports. 

5.2.1 Login Page 

The login page (Fig. 2.1) facilities logging in. There are two methods provided: login and 
navigate. 

The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the username field can be 
located. 

The login method takes two arguments, the username and password. It performs 
the actions of logging in—it inputs the username and password into the login form and 
clicks the submit button. Upon successful login, it return two page objects, SideBar and 

1The official Selenium documentation [12] does not offer great detail on the the Java Page Factory sup
port. A better example is included in this community guide (https://www.browserstack.com/guide/page-
object-model-in-selenium#toc4). The official Selenium documentation itself "[encourages] the reader to 
search for blogs on these topics". 

2 An abstract method defined in the base class described in Section 5.1.1. 
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1 class LoginPage(PageObject): 
2 U R L P A T H = '/login' 
3 
4 def ensure_loaded(self): 
5 WebDriver Wait (self.driver,30,ignored exceptions={JavascriptException, 

NoSuchElementException}).until(lambda _:self. username field) 
6 
7 ©property 
8 def username field (self) — > WebElement: 
9 return self .driver. find_element (By. CSS_SELECTOR, 'input [type=" text"]') 

10 
11 ©property 
12 def password_neld(self) — > WebElement: 
13 return self.driver.find_element(By.CSS_SELECTOR,'input[type="password"]') 
14 
15 ©property 
16 def submit button(self) —> WebElement: 
17 return self .driver.find_element(By.CSS_SELECTOR,'button[type="submit"]') 
18 
19 def navigate(self,prefix:str) —> None: 
20 self.driver.get(prefix+self.URL_PATH) 
21 
22 def login(self,username:str,password:str) —> tuple[SideBar,Dashboard]: 
23 clear workaround (self. username field) 
24 self. username field.send keys (username) 
25 clear_workaround(self. password_field) 
26 self. password_field.send_keys(password) 
27 
28 self. submit_button.click() 
29 return SideBar (self, driver), Dashboard (self, driver) 

Listing 5.2: The LoginPage class (documentation strings removed for brevity) 

Dashboard, as upon logging in, the user is navigated to the dashboard, and the user is always 
able to interact with the sidebar while logged in. There are no special checks performed 
to see whether the login attempt was successful or not, but upon unsuccessful login, the 
ensure_loaded methods of the SideBar and Dashboard objects will time out and raise an 
exception. Thus a failed login causes failure immediately when calling the login method 
and not later. 

The login page is the entry point of interacting with Webadmin, and therefore the 
navigate method is provided. The method opens the login page in the browser, by in
putting its U R L into the address bar of the browser. The method takes one argument, 
prefix, which is the base U R L where the Webadmin instance that the user wants to use 
for testing is running. 

5.2.2 Sidebar 

The Sidebar page object represents the always-present sidebar in the Webadmin UI (always 
present after the user is logged in, as can be seen on the left for example in Fig. 2.2). 

The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the Jobs button (at the top, 
below the Dashboard button) can be located. 
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The only feature of the sidebar is navigation to other parts of the Webadmin application, 
so modelled are methods that navigate to those parts and return relevant page objects. 

5.2.3 Dashboard 

The dashboard (Fig. 2.2) provides an overview of the state of the Fitcrack server. Provided 
is one method (get_welcome_text) that return the welcome text, which informs of who is 
logged in. 

5.2.4 Job-Creation Page 

1 class AddJobPage(PageObject): 
2 def ensure_loaded(self): 
3 
4 def set_job name(self,name:str) —> None: 
5 
6 def get_job name(self) —> str: 
7 
8 def create^job(self) —> JobDetailPage: 
9 

10 def open_input_settings(self) —> InputSettings: 
11 
12 def open_attack_settings(self) — > AttackSettings: 

Listing 5.3: Overview of the AddJobPage class 

The job-creation page (Fig. 2.3) provides the UI to create new tasks. However, many of 
the features are not modelled in this page object, and that's because the job-creation page 
is substantial and split into four distinct parts: the input, attack-mode, host-assignment, 
and additional settings. To better model the UI, these distinct sub-parts are modelled as 
distinct page objects. This page object thus provides only a few methods: Provided are 
methods to change and view the name of the job (set_job_name and get_job_name). And 
there is provided a method to submit the creation of the job (create_job). These features 
in the UI are not logically part of any of the four distinct sub-parts, so they are provided 
directly by this object. Provided are also methods that navigate into the four sub-parts of 
the job-creation dialogue and return their respective page objects (open_input_settings 
and open_attack_settings; host mapping and additional settings are not modelled). De
scriptions of the page-component objects that model the job-creation page follow. 

The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the job-name field can be 
located. 

Input Settings 

The input settings (Fig. 2.4) provide ways to input hashes. Modelled thus are the three 
different ways to input hashes: inputting a list of hashes (input_hashes_manually), in
putting a hash-list file (append_hashes_f rom_hash_f ile), and inputting a file to extract 
hashes from (extract_hash_f rom_f ile). Moreover, with the exception of using the feature 
to extract hashes from files, Fitcrack Webadmin does not perform any automatic hash-type 
inference. Given that, there also is provided a method for the selection of the input hash 
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class InputSettings(PageObject): 
def select_hash_type_exactly(self,hashtype:str) —> None: 

def get_selected_hash_type(self) —> str: 

def input_hashes_manually (self,hashes:List [str]): 

def get_input_hashes(self) —> List [str]: 

def clear hash input (self) — > None: 

def append hashes from hash_file(self,filename:Union[str,Path]) —> None: 

def extract_hash_from_file(self,nlename:Union[str,Path]) —> None: 

Listing 5.4: Overview of the InputSettings class 

type (select_hash_type_exactly). The method takes the name of the hash type; it then 
interacts with the hash-type selection input, types the hash type into it and then selects a 
matching hash type from the hash-type selection pop-up. This is necessary because Fitcrack 
Webadmin requires the hash type to be selected from the pop-up; just directly typing it is 
not supported. 

Provided are also methods that return the state of the UI: the input hashes and also 
the selected hash type (get_input_hashes and get_selected_hash_type). 

Attack Settings 

Next in line are the attack settings (Fig. 2.5). Fitcrack provides different attack modes, and 
each attack mode has a distinct sub-UI in the grander attack-settings UI. Given that, the 
different attack-mode sub-UIs are modelled as distinct page objects. This AttackSettings 
object provides only methods that navigate to the different attack-mode sub-UIs and return 
their respective page objects. These page objects are described in the following sections. 

Dictionary Attack 

The dictionary attack (Fig. 2.9) has two things that can be set: the selected dictionaries 
and the selected rule files. 

Provided are thus methods for querying the available dictionaries and rule files 
(get_available_dictionaries and get_available_rule_f iles). These methods return 
table-row objects (as described in Section 5.1.3). Concretely they return DictionarySe-
lection and RuleFileSelection objects, which inherit from the GenericEnableableTa-
bleRow class; the two classes add methods of accessing the unique columns of the two 
tables. 

So by using these two methods and interacting with the returned table-row objects, it 
is possible to set the desired dictionaries and rule files. However, for convenience, there are 
two methods provided (select_dictionaries and select_rule_files), which allow to 
provide a list of names of either dictionaries or rule files to be enabled, without having to 
interact with the table-row objects directly. 
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The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the get_available_dic-
tionaries method can successfully be executed without raising an exception signifying 
that the the dictionary table is not loaded yet. 

1 class DictionaryAttackSettings(PageObject): 
2 def ensure_loaded(self): 
3 
4 def get_available_dictionaries(self) —> List[DictionarySelection]: 
5 
6 def get_available_rule_files(self) — > List[RuleFileSelection]: 
7 
8 def rule fi lewith name exists(self,name:str) —> bool: 
9 

10 def select_dictionaries(self,wanted_dicts:List[str]) —> None: 
11 
12 def select_rule_files(self,wanted_rulenles:List[str]) —> None: 

Listing 5.5: Overview of the DictionaryAttackSettings class 

Combination Attack 

1 class CombinationAttackSettings(PageObject): 
2 def ensure_loaded(self): 
3 
4 def get_available_left_dictionaries(self) —> List[DictionarySelection]: 
5 
6 def get_available_right_dictionaries(self) —> List[DictionarySelection]: 
7 
8 def select_left_dictionaries(self,wanted_dicts:List[str]) —> None: 
9 

10 def select_right_dictionaries(self,wanted_dicts:List[str]) —> None: 
11 
12 def set leftmangling rule (self,mangling rule:str) —> None: 
13 
14 def set rightmangling rule(self,mangling rule:str) —> None: 

Listing 5.6: Overview of the CombinaionAttackSettings class 

The combination attack (Fig. 2.10) and its representative page object is not dissimilar to 
the dictionary attack and its page object (Section 5.2.4). 

It has similar table access methods (Lines 4-10) for the interacting with the dictio
nary selections that behave in the same way. Notice that the methods return lists of 
DictionarySelection objects, the same class used by DictionaryAttackSettings class: 
since both of these attacks use the exact same UI for selecting dictionaries, the class can 
be reused. This is often true for table-row objects. 

The only addition are two methods (set_left_mangling_rule and set_right_mang-
ling_rule) for the setting of the single mangling rules that can be set for both sides of the 
attack. 
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The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the dictionary-access meth
ods can both be successfully executed without raising an exception signifying that the the 
dictionary tables are not loaded yet. 

Brute-force Attack 

The brute-force attack (Fig. 2.11) has the most complicated UI of all of all the attacks and 
thus has a very complex page-object representation. 

The set_mask_value method allows to set one mask's value. The method takes as 
input the value of the mask to be set and the index of the mask input. Several masks can 
be input in the UI; index 0 refers to the mask input at the bottom of the mask-input UI, 
and the mask-input with index iV + 1 is the mask-input directly above mask input N. In a 
similar vein, the method remove_mask also takes an index and removes the mask with the 
given index by clicking the corresponding remove button of the mask input with the given 
index. To add a mask input, the method add_mask_input is provided. This method clicks 
the "Add Mask" button and thus adds a new mask input. 

Given that there can be an unlimited number of mask inputs in the UI, regular locator 
methods used by page objects cannot be used. For locating mask inputs, there are defined 
special locators ( get_mask_input_f ield and get_mask_remove_button). These lo
cators are not defined traditionally with the ©property decorator because these locators 
take an argument, namely the index of the element they should return. Fortunately, mask 
inputs and remove buttons all have an H T M L ID assigned with the index of their location 
included in Webadmin, so the locators are simple. And Webadmin also renumbers the IDs 
upon addition or removal. 

For convenience, however, the method set_masks_f rom_list is provided. This method 
takes a list of strings representing masks to be input and adds the necessary masks inputs 
and populates them with the desired values from the provided list. The method also removes 
any pre-existing masks first. 

Then the get_all_input_masks method is provided, which returns a list of strings 
representing all the input masks. 

Webadmin also allows to use stored hashcat mask files as mask input. The get_avail-
able_mask_f iles methods clicks the "Load Masks" button, upon which a dialog box with 
a table of available mask file appears; the method then returns the names of the mask 
files that are available. The load_mask_f i l e method takes the name of a mask file and 
performs the loading process by clicking the "Load Masks", selecting the desired mask file 
and loading it. 

For interacting with the charset and Markov-statistics-file tables, there are provided the 
methods get_available_markov_files, get_available_charsets, select_markov_file, 
and select_charsets. These work similar to the table-interaction tables in the dictionary 
attack settings (Section 5.2.4) with the exception of select_markov_f ile—as there can 
only be selected one Markov statistics file (despite the usage of check boxes in the UI), the 
method does not take a list but a single value. 

To interact with the Markov-mode input, two methods are provided (get_selec-
ted_markov_mode and select_markov_mode). For the usage with these methods, a special 
enum class (MarkovMode) is defined and available together with the BruteForceAttackSet-
tings page-object class in the same file. The enum represents the three possbile Markov 
modes. The get_selected_markov_mode raises an InvalidStateError exception if the 
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Markov mode cannot be determined (e.g. when no mode is selected or several modes are 
selected at once, which should not be possible. 

Finally, the set_markov_threshold_value method sets takes an integer and sets the 
value of the Markov threshold. 

The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the get_available_mar-
kov_files and get_available_charsets methods can successfully be executed without 
raising an exception signifying that the the table rows are not loaded yet. 

1 class BruteForceAttackSettings(PageObject): 
2 def ensure_loaded(self): 
3 
4 def get mask input field(self,index:int) —> WebElement: 
5 
6 def getmask remove button(self,index:int) —> WebElement: 
7 
8 def get_available_charsets(self) —> List [CharsetSelection]: 
9 

10 def get_available_markov_files(self) —> List[MarkovFileSelection]: 
11 
12 def get_available_mask_files(self) —> List[str]: 
13 
14 def loadmask _file(self,mask file name:str) —> None: 
15 
16 def select_charsets(self,wanted_charsets:List[str]) —> None: 
17 
18 def select_markov_nle(self,markov_file:str) —> None: 
19 
20 def get_selected_markov_mode(self) —> MarkovMode: 
21 
22 def select_markov_mode(self, markov_mode:MarkovMode) —> None: 
23 
24 def set_markov_threshold_value(self,threshold:int) —> None: 
25 
26 def set_mask_value(self,mask_value:str,index:int) —> None: 
27 
28 def add_mask_input(self) —> None: 
29 
30 def remove_mask(self,index:int) —> None: 
31 
32 def get_all_input_masks(self) —> List[str]: 
33 
34 def set_masks_from_list(self,masks:List[str]) —> None: 

Listing 5.7: Overview of the BruteForceAttackSettings class 

Hybrid Attack 

The hybrid attack (Fig. 2.12) and its page object is quite similar to the combination attack 
(Section 5.2.4). 

For interacting with the dictionary table, there are provided two methods (get_avail-
able_dictionaries and select_dictionaries). These methods work in the selfsame way 
as the identically named methods in the dictionary attack settings (Section 5.2.4). 
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1 class HybridAttackSettings(PageObject): 
2 def ensure loaded(self) —> None: 
3 
4 def get_available_dictionaries(self) —> List[DictionarySelection]: 
5 
6 def select_dictionaries(self,wanted_dicts:List[str]) —> None: 
7 
8 def set mangling rule(self,mangling rule:str) —> None: 
9 

10 def set_mask(self,mask:str) —> None: 
Listing 5.8: Overview of the HybridAttackSettings class 

Then there are provided methods to set the possible mangling rule and mask for this 
attack (set_mangling_rule and set_mask). 

Note that there exists only one class representing the hybrid attack settings. The two 
hybrid attacks with their mirrored UI behave in the same way, and the same locators can 
be used the same elements in both UIs; this means that a single HybridAttackSettings 
class can represent both attacks. 

The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the get_available_dic-
tionaries method can successfully be executed without raising an exception signifying 
that the the dictionary table is not loaded yet. 

P C F G Attack 

1 class PCFGAttackSettings(PageObject): 
2 def ensure loaded(self) —> None: 
3 
4 def get_available_pcfgs(self) —> List[PCFGGrammarSelection]: 
5 
6 def select pcfggrammar(self,grammar:str) —> None: 
7 
8 def get_available_rule_files(self) — > List[RuleFileSelection]: 
9 

10 def select_rule_file(self,rulefiles:str) —> None: 
11 
12 def set_keyspace_limit(self,keyspace_limit:int) —> None: 

Listing 5.9: Overview of the PCFGAttackSettings class 

The P C F G attack (Fig. 2.13) has several settings that can be configured. 
The P C F G and rule-file tables can be interacted with the get_available_pcfgs, 

get_available_rule_files, select_pcfg_grammar, and select_rule_file methods. 
These work similarly to the table handling methods for the dictionary attack settings (Sec
tion 5.2.4 with the exception that the select methods only take one value as input instead 
of a list values, as the UI can accept only a single value (despite the usage of check boxes). 

To set the keyspace limit there is provided the method set_keyspace_limit, which 
takes the keyspace limit as input and sets it. 
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The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the get_available_pcfgs 
and get_available_rule_f iles methods can successfully be executed without raising an 
exception signifying that the the table rows are not loaded yet. 

P R I N C E Attack 

1 class PRINCEAttackSettings(PageObject): 
2 def ensure loaded(self) —> None: 
3 
4 def get_available_dictionaries(self) —> List[DictionarySelection]: 
5 
6 def select_dictionaries(self,wanted_dicts:List[str]) —> None: 
7 
8 def get_available_rule_files(self) — > List[RuleFileSelection]: 
9 

10 def select_rule_file(self,wanted_rulefile:str) —> None: 
11 
12 def set_minimal_password_length(self,length:int) —> None: 
13 
14 def set_maximal_password_length(self,length:int) —> None: 
15 
16 def set minimal number of elements per chain(self,number:int) —> None: 
17 
18 def set maximal number of elements per chain(self,number:int) —> None: 
19 
20 def set_keyspace_limit(self, limit:int) —> None: 
21 
22 def get_password_duplicate_check_state(self) —> bool: 
23 
24 def set_password_duplicate_check(self,new_state:bool) —> None: 
25 
26 def get case permutation state (self) —> bool: 
27 
28 def set_case_permutation_mode(self,new_state:bool) —> None: 
29 
30 def set random rule count(self,count:int) —> None: 

Listing 5.10: Overview of the PRINCEAttackSettings class 

The P R I N C E attack (Fig. 2.14) can be configured in multiple ways. 
The dictionary and rule-file tables can be interacted with the get_available_dic-

tionaries, get_available_rule_files, select_dictionaries, and select_rule_file 
methods. These work similarly to the table-handling methods for the dictionary attack 
settings (Section 5.2.4 with the exception that the select_rule_f i l e method only takes 
one value as input instead of a list values, as the UI can accept only a single value (despite 
the usage of check boxes). 

The other methods for setting or checking the state of input values (Lines 12-30) work 
in a straightforward way in that they take a single value and configure the desired settings 
accordingly (for setting methods) or simply return the value stored in the UI. 
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The ensure_loaded method for this object checks whether the get_available_dic-
tionaries and get_available_rule_f iles methods can successfully be executed without 
raising an exception signifying that the the table rows are not loaded yet. 

5.2.5 Job-Detail Page 

1 class JobDetailPage(PageObject): 
2 def ensure_loaded(self): 
3 
4 def get_hashes(self) —> List[tuple[str,str]]: 
5 
6 def start_job(seif) —> None: 
7 
8 def stop_job(self) —> None: 
9 

10 def get Job_state(self) —> str: 
11 
12 def get_available_hosts (self) —> List [str]: 
13 
14 def select_hosts_for_job(self,desired_hosts:List[str]) —> None: 
15 
16 def get_active_hosts(self) —> List[ActiveHostEntry]: 
17 
18 def check if J o b finished(self) —> bool: 
19 
20 def wait _until_job _finished(self,timeout:float) —> None: 
21 
22 def get_workunits(self) —> List[WorkunitEntry]: 

Listing 5.11: Overview of the JobDetailPage class 

The job-detail page (Fig. 2.8) offers ways to control and inspect the status of a created 
cracking job. 

For control purposes, the methods start_job and stop_job are provided. These meth
ods, as their name implies are used to start and stop the job by clicking either the start or 
stop job button. 

The state of the job can checked with the get_job_state method; the method returns 
a string containing the state of the job exactly as is shown in the UI. Often, the only reason 
for checking the state of a job is to see whether a started job ended. For that reason, 
the method check_if _job_f inished is provided. The method returns True if the job 
ended and False if the job has not ended yet. That is to say that the job state is any 
of the terminal states ("Finished", "Exhaused", or "Timeout"; as described at the end of 
Section 2.1). Finally, the method wait_until_job_f inished takes as argument a timeout 
in seconds and waits for up to that time until the job is ended; if the timeout is reached, a 
timeout exception is raised. 

After the cracking job is done, it is desired to check the results of the job. For this, 
the get_hashes method is defined. This method returns a list of tuples, where the first 
element is the hash that was being cracked and the second element is the cracked password; 
if the password could not be recovered, the second element is an empty string. 
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Managing the assigned hosts of a job is another task that is being modelled. The 
get_active_hosts method inspects the table that shows hosts that are assigned to the 
job and returns a list of them. It returns of a list of ActiveHostEntry objects, which 
are page-component objects representing rows of the table. Then are provided two meth
ods (get_available_hosts and select_hosts_for_job). Both interact with the host-
assignment dialog box that appears after clicking the "Assign Hosts" button. The former 
method returns a list of strings of all the names of the hosts that appeared in the dialog 
box. The latter method takes a list of strings of host names and sets those hosts as active 
for the job; because this operation may fail, the method checks the snackbar notification 
that appears after the operation is run and returns a WebAdminError exception with the 
text of the displayed error message. 

Finally, the get_workunits method returns a list of workunits that Fitcrack created 
for the cracking job. The method return a list of WorkunitEntry objects, page-component 
objects representing rows of the workunit table. 

The ensure_loaded method of this page object waits until the get_job_state method 
returns a non-empty string (the method returns the state of the job as shown in the UI, so 
returning an empty string is an indication that the page has not fully loaded yet). 

5.2.6 Library Management 

The six cracking-asset library pages in Webadmin are different enough to all be represented 
by separate page objects. Mainly due to their slightly different locators and table-row 
objects they interact with. However, the methods and they expose to the end-user-tester 
are similar in name and identical in function. 

class RuleFileManagement(PageObject): 
def ensure_loaded(self): 

def get_available_rule_files(self) — > List[RuleFileManagementRow]: 

def upload_rule_file(self,filename:Union[str,Path]) —> None: 

Listing 5.12: Overview of the RuleFileManagement class 

Let us look at the structure of the RuleFileManagement page object (Listing 5.12, which 
corresponds to Fig. 2.15). Provided are two methods. 

First is get_available_rule_files. This method returns the contents of the ta
ble shown on the page in the form of a list of table-row objects. Concretely, these are 
RuleFileManagementRow objects, which inherit from the GenericLibraryTableRow super 
class (described at the end of Section 5.1.3). These table-row objects then can be used 
to perform download and deletion operations with the assets of the library page (these 
methods are defined in the super class). 

Second is the upload_rule_f i l e method. This method takes either a Python pathlib. Path 
object or a string representing a file path and uploads the file pointed by that path as a 
new rule file. This operation can fail; if so, the method raises a WebadminError exception 
with the text of the error shown. 

For the management of charsets and mask files, the provided methods are identical, save 
for the change of method name to accommodate the type of resource files the interact with 
and the type of table-row object used. 
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The page object for dictionary management page also provides the same two methods 
with one difference. The upload_dictionary method takes two additional Boolean ar
guments (sort_on_upload and hex_dictionary). These correspond to the extra upload 
options available when uploading dictionaries (Fig. 2.19). 

Finally, the page objects for the management pages of the two cracking assets that can 
be generated from dictionaries (PCFGs and Markov statistics files) provide an additional 
method (make_markov_f ile_from_dictionary or the respective renaming). This method 
takes as input the name of a dictionary and generates an asset file from it. The method 
raises an exception if a dictionary with the given name does not exist. And as this operation 
can fail, the method raises a WebadminError exception with the text of the error shown in 
that case. 

5.3 Shared Code 

In this section, the generic code that is used by many page objects is decribed. 

5.3.1 The "Click Away" Functions 

Sometimes, one needs to "click away" from, say, an input field to return to a neutral 
application state. For example, when typing into an input field, a pop-up may appear; for 
example, when using the mask editor (Fig. 5.7). The click_away function sends a mouse 
click command to the browser that clicks on a neutral part of the Webadmin UI that is 
almost always available to be clicked. This should cause any stuck elements to be removed 
and the UI to become able to be safely used without fear of UI obstructions. 

There also exists the function click_away_dialog. When a dialog box is open, the 
regular click_away causes the dialog box to close as it tries to click outside the dialog box. 
The click_away_dialog function works the same way as the regular click_away function 
but uses a target that is always present and neutral in a dialog box to not cause the dialog 
box to to close. 

It should be noted that Selenium methods already perform such "click away" automat
ically with certain methods like clearing input elements [16, see "unfocusing"]. However, 
this automatic behaviour sometimes with the modern web elements used by Webadmin 
and sometimes page objects use lower-level interaction methods that do not perform these 
automatic steps. 

Add masks * 

Figure 5.7: The pop-up element of the mask editor obstructs other UI elements 

5.3.2 Obstructed Click Workaround 

Sometimes in Fitcrack Webadmin, some elements cannot be clicked by using the default 
Selenium element. click () method. This happens when dealing with check boxes and 
radio buttons: a ripple effect obstructs the actual check box or radio button (Fig. 5.8), 
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causing Selenium to assume that the element would not actually get clicked, throwing an 
exception. 

This is not actually correct and the check box or radio button does get clicked; that is 
to say that the relevant click events are launched when a mouse cursor click on the location 
of the "obstructed" element. 

To workaround this issue, there exists the function obstructed_click_workaround. 
This function takes a D O M element as input. It first scrolls the element into view and 
then clicks on it. The function, however, uses the Selenium Actions A P I to perform these 2 
actions—the Actions A P I does not perform any of the checks of the regular element. click () 
Selenium method. Scrolling an element into view is automatically performed when using 
the regular element. click ( ) method, but this function must perform this action manually. 

{•) Markov disabled 

O 2D Markov 

O 3D Markov 

Figure 5.8: The ripple effect around the second radio button obstructs the actual radio-
button element. 

5.3.3 Querying Check Box State 

Check boxes in Webadmin do not have a simple checked property that can be used to garner 
the check box's state as Webadmin uses custom check box elements. The get_check-
box_state function takes a Webadmin chec box D O M element as input and returns a 
Boolean giving the state of the check box and raises an exception if the state cannot be 
determined. The function determines the state by inspecting the classes applied to the 
check box. 

5.3.4 Input Clear Workaround 

For some unknown reason, the default Selenium element. clear () method used to clear 
input elements does not work with inputs in Webadmin. This is a workaround function that 
works by sending C T R L + A followed by B A C K S P A C E , thus hopefully selecting everything 
and then deleting it. 

5.3.5 Selenium Scroll Workaround 

As of the writing of this thesis, support for the scroll actions using the Actions A P I is 
buggy. The Selenium documentation states that the Selenium "scroll to element" method 
"will need to be used if elements are not already inside the viewport".3 However, trying to 
perform this in Firefox does not work—the method raises an exception that the element 
cannot be scrolled to because it is outside the viewport. This behaviour does not appear 
in Google Chrome. I reported this apparent bug to the responsible Firefox browser driver 
developers,4 and the issue is not yet resolved. 

3

https://www. selenium.dev/documentation/webdriver/actions_api/wheel/#scroil-to-element 
4

https: //github.com/mozilla/geckodriver/issues/2078 
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Given the current non-portable behaviour of scroll actions in Selenium, I implemented 
the scroll_into_view_workaround function. This takes function takes a D O M element as 
input and scrolls it into view. It accomplishes by calling the method that takes a screenshot 
of the element; this method forces a scroll to happen and causes no side effects like other 
interaction methods that cause scrolls to happen like clicks. 

5.3.6 File Download 

Selenium does not support downloading files using a web browser. Or more precisely, Sele
nium can start a download by clicking a download link but does not offer any methods for 
interacting with the downloaded files. Instead they Selenium documentation recommends 
to use H T T P request libraries like libcurl for file downloads [11]. 

The function download_f ile_webadmin is used for this purpose. The function takes as 
input a download link contained in Webadmin and also the Boolean argument as_binary 
and returns the downloaded file either as text or binary string. 

The function uses the third-party requests library 5 to perform the download. How
ever, as the user has to be logged into Webadmin to be able to dowload files, the proper 
authentication data must be provided to perform the file download. 

Webadmin uses Javascript Web Tokens (JWTs) [5] to authenticate users. To acquire 
the J W T from the current session, the Selenium method to execute arbitrary JavaScript in 
browsers is used to run a short script that fetches the value of the J W T . In addition to the 
J W T , browser cookies also need to be sent to properly authenticate the client to the server. 
A selenium method is used to extract all cookies from the current session. The acquired 
J W T and browser cookies are then included with the H T T P request for the file download. 

A special consideration has to be made for returning the downloaded files as text strings: 
When one opens a file in Python, a mode called "universal newlines".6 This mode converts 
all types of new lines (Windows, U N I X , and old Mac OS) into a single type—UNIX line 
endings. This mode is only used for files; H T T P responses converted to text, which is what 
this function work with, do not perform universal-newline substitution. So the function 
manually converts the text response to use only U N I X line endings to be consistent between 
downloaded files and local files. 

5.3.7 Near Relative Locator Distance Workaround 

As of writing this thesis, the Selenium documentation for the Python implementation of 
the near relative locator 7 mentions that it is possible to set a custom search distance for use 
with the near relative locator. However, this is incorrect. The Selenium bindings internally 
support this feature, but the provided methods do not provide access to this feature. 

This function near_locator_distance_workaround takes as input a relative-locator 
object, a web element, and a search distance and by modifying the internal state of the 
locator object is able to create a replacement for the regular near relative locator function 
that properly support search distances. 

5

https: //request s.readthedocs. io/en/latest/ 
6

https: //docs.python.org/3/glossary.html?highlight=universal7,20newline#term-universal-
newlines 

T

https://github.com/SeleniumHQ/selenium/blob/c81d86a37b8f ecbf lcddf 7dd6d047a2b963elcf 6/py/ 

selenium/webdriver/ support /relative_locat or. py#L134-L138 
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5.3.8 Custom Exceptions 

There are two custom exceptions defined for page objects to raise if the encounter issues. 
The first is InvalidStateError. This exception indicates that a page object could not 

perform an action because of invalid state of the web Webadmin UI. That is to say that 
the UI is interactable but is in a state that should not be possible. For example, a set of 
connected radio buttons of which two or more are selected at once. 

The other WebadminError. This exception indicates that Webadmin showed an error 
to the user. The content of the error is then placed inside the exception. 
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Chapter 6 

Test Design and Implementation 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of the tests in the test suite. First 
is described the testing framework used to write the tests and the shared code utilised by 
all tests. Then later in the chapter, each family of tests are described. 

6.1 Pytest Testing Framework 

These tests are written with the use of the Pytest testing framework [6]. The framework 
has many features, but described herein are only the features utilised by this test suite. 

Pytest test suites can be run using pytest command provided by the framework. This 
command recursively looks through Python files in the current directory and sub directories 
and finds all Pytest test functions. The test functions then are sequentially run. After all 
tests have finished, a test report is shown detailing how many tests passed or failed and 
how they failed. 

6.1.1 Test Fixtures 

Tests often perform the same behaviour over and over again, chiefly to setup up the envi
ronment to be tested, which can be the same among many tests. Pytest offers a way to 
separate this repeated test behaviour into separate functions called fixtures. Tests can then 
request those fixtures by specifying their names in the test-function parameters. 

In the example (Listing 6.1), the fixture number is defined (Lines 1-3); the fixture always 
returns the number 42. Then there are two test methods defined (Lines 5-9). The function 
contain use a parameter called number. Pytest matches test-function with fixtures of the 
same name. This means that when the two test functions are run, Pytest calls the test 
functions with the value of the number parameter with the value returned by the number 
fixture. 

Fixtures Requesting Other Fixtures 

Fixtures themselves can also request other fixtures. In the example (Listing 6.2), there 
are three fixtures defined. The first fixture is the same as in the previous example. The 
second and third fixtures request the first fixture and perform some operation on the data 
provided by it, which they then return as their fixture output. Fixtures are executed only 
once during the setup for a test. That means that if a test function were to request all 
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1 @py test, fixture 
2 def number(): 
3 return 42 
4 
5 def test multiply by zero (number): 
6 assert (number * 0) == 0 
7 
8 def test multiply by one(number): 
9 assert (number * 1) == number 

Listing 6.1: Example of a simple test fixture and tests that use it 

three fixtures, the first fixture would be run only once and the returned value cached and 
provided to the two other fixture and to the test function. 

1 @py test, fixture 
2 def number(): 
3 return 42 
4 
5 @py test, fixture 
6 def float number(number): 
7 return float(number) 
8 
9 @py test, fixture 

10 def number as string (number): 
11 return str(number) 

Listing 6.2: Example of test fixtures that request other test fixtures 

Clean-Up in Fixtures 

Sometimes fixtures need to perform clean-up code after they are run. In the example shown 
(Listing 6.3), there is defined a fixture that opens a text file and returns a file object. File 
objects should be closed after use—after a test utilising the fixture is run. To accomplish 
this, the fixture does not use the return keyword, but the yield keyword. This means 
that the fixture is a Python generator that can be resumed. After a test finishes, Pytest 
resumes all fixtures that are generators. So in our example fixture, the opened file is closed 
after a test that request the fixture is run. 

1 @py test, fixture 
2 def test_file(): 
3 file = open('foo.txt') 
4 yield file 
5 close(file) 

Listing 6.3: Example of test fixture with clean-up code 
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6.1.2 Test Parameterisation 

Often it is desired to run a test several times but use different values each time. Rather 
than duplicate the same test several times and then change only the values used in the test, 
Pytest offers test parameterisation. In the example (Listing 6.4), there is defined a test 
function which checks that, when a number is multiplied by zero, the result is zero. The 
test is parameterised using a decorator (Line 1). The first argument to the decorator is a 
string that tells Pytest which arguments the test function uses should be parameterised. 
The second argument is a list of values to be used as test parameters. In the test function 
in the example this means that the test is run three times—the number parameter is set to 
the values 2, 3, and 5 in the three respective test runs. 

1 @pytest.mark.parametrize('number', [2,3,5]) 
2 deftest zero multiply (number): 
3 assert (number * 0) == 0 

Listing 6.4: Example of a parameterised Pytest test 

Indirect Parameterisation 

In the previous example shown, direct parameterisation was used—the parameterisation 
data was directly provided to the test method. There also exist indirect parameterisation. 
This way, the parameterisation data is sent to a test fixture, which then can perform 
operations on the data and then return a value, which the test uses. In the modification of 
the previous example (Listing 6.5), indirect parameterisation is used. The parameterisation 
decorator (Line 5) is provided with the extra parameter indirect set to True to indicate 
the usage of indirect parameterisation. The test parameterisation data is then sent to the 
fixture with the name listed in the first decorator parameter. The fixture (Lines 1-3) then 
can access the parameterised data through the built-in request fixture. In the example, 
the fixture converts the test parameters it receives to floating-point numbers and returns 
them. The test function then is run three times with the three converted float values. 

1 ©pytest. fixture 
2 def float number (request): 
3 return float(request.param) 
4 
5 @pytest.mark.parametrize('float number', [2,3,5], indirect=True) 
6 def test zero multiply (float number): 
7 assert (float number * 0) == 0 

Listing 6.5: Example of a parameterised Pytest test using indirect parameterisation 

6.2 The Pytest Selenium Plugin 

To use Pytest for the creation of Selenium-based tests, the Pytest-Selenium plugin [1] is 
used. 

The plugin provides a fixture called selenium. The fixture returns an initialised Sele
nium WebDriver object. The plugin also adds a command-line option to Pytest to specify 
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which web browser should be used for the initialisation of the object. So the test suite can 
be run with whatever web browser is desired. 

Another provided fixture is base_url. The fixture returns a string representing a U R L 
the tests should navigate to on startup. The plugin adds a command-line option to Pytest, 
which sets the base U R L that is used within the tests. This allows one to run the tests on 
whichever Fitcrack instance one desires. 

6.3 Custom Common Pytest Fixtures 

This section describes the custom test fixtures that the tests utilise. Described are common 
test fixtures in shared usage by many kinds of tests. Fixtures that are used by only a specific 
set of tests are described later in Section 6.4 alongside the description of their related tests. 

6.3.1 Credential Management 

A l l tests start by logging into Fitcrack Webadmin. This requires the input of a username and 
password. The test suite register a custom pytest commanddine option (-credentials). 
A fixture called credentials then returns the credentials from the command line or, if the 
option was not set, returns the default credentials used by Fitcrack. 

6.3.2 Navigation to Specific Pages 

Several tests interact with one specific part of Fitcrack. For example, tests that test adding 
cracking jobs interact with the job-creation page and its associated page object (Section 
5.2.4). So that tests do not need to repeat code that navigates to the part of Fitcrack they 
want to interact with, UI navigation code is contained within fixtures. For example, the 
add_job_page fixture navigates to the page and returns the page object representing that 
page. A test that needs to interact with that page just requests the fixture and does not 
need to contain the code for navigating to it. 

These fixtures utilise the feature of pytest that fixtures can request other fixtures. The 
add_job_page fixture does not contain all the code to navigate to the page. To navigate 
to the job-creation page, one needs to interact with the sidebar (Section 5.2.2). So the 
add_job_page fixture requests the sidebar fixture, and so on. This further reduces code 
duplication within the navigation fixtures. 

Special Consideration for navigating to the Job-Creation Page 

Many tests create cracking jobs. If a person logs into the Fitcrack instance that on which 
tests were run, they will see them in the list of created jobs. To be able to later identify 
which jobs were created by which tests, the fixture that navigates to the job-creation page 
also performs another task—it sets the name of the created job to "Job created by an 
automatic Fitcrack test" followed by the name of the currently running test followed by the 
current date and time. 

6.3.3 Test Files 

Tests often interact with test files. Files that are stored on the local computer and are then 
sent to Webadmin. This brings some problems. Suppose there is a test file called "foo". 
If a file with the same name already exists on the Fitcrack server, actions like uploading 
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that file can fail. This is can be a problem when re-running the same tests that use the 
same test file with the same names. If these files still exist for whatever reason after a test 
is run, re-running the tests to fail. One approach is to delete the test files before or after 
running a test as clean up. However, this approach does not work because Fitcrack does 
not actually allow to truly delete resource files. Performing file deletions merely hides the 
file from the user, but it is still stored on the server and a new file with the same name 
cannot be uploaded. This odd behaviour (it does not always happen) was discussed with 
the Fitcrack developer team, and this behaviour is by design.1 

The solution that this test suite uses is to copy and rename the test file before use. For 
this purpose there is the test_f ile_path fixture. This fixture takes as input the path (as 
a Python pathlib.Path object to a test file (supplied via indirect parameterisation). The 
fixture copies the file and appends the current date and time to the file-name stem. It then 
returns a pathlib.Path object to the copied and renamed file. After the test is over, the 
fixture deletes the copied and removed file to clean-up and not leave needless copies of the 
same file in the file system. 

Finally there two convenience fixtures provided for use with the test_f ile_path fix
tures. Those are the test_f ile_text_content and test_f ile_binary_content fixtures. 
These fixtures return the content of the test file as text or binary string. 

6.4 Specific Tests 

In this section, the specific tests and their special test fixtures from the test suite are 
described. 

6.4.1 Password Cracking 

These tests check the working order of whether cracking jobs can be created, whether can 
be run, and whether they return valid results in the end. These tests test all the attack 
modes (Section 2.2). The process, in broad terms, for this test is as follows: 

1. Log in to Fitcrack Webadmin 

2. Go to the job-creation page 

3. In the input settings, manually add a list of hashes and set the hash type 

4. In the attack settings, set the parameters of the attack 

5. Create the cracking job (host mapping and additional settings are left to the defaults) 

6. Check that state of the newly-created job is "Ready" 

7. Start the cracking job 

8. Wait until the cracking job is finished, or until a predetermined time out 

9. If the cracking job is finished, inspect the potentially cracked hashes that their output 
matches expectation 

x

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/68 
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The Fitcrack developer team already has a set of inputs and expected outputs for testing 
Fitcrack cracking jobs in the form of a spreadsheet for use with manual testing. This set 
of end-to-end cracking tests fully automates this part of testing and also allows for easy 
addition of test inputs—the test inputs are contained within data files, so one can add or 
remove tests by adding or removing entries in the data files. 

Test Fixture and Test Functions 

Notice that varying the test input data only largely affects how step 4 of the process is 
performed. Depending on what kind of attack is to be tested, the configuration process can 
be completely different, but all the other steps perform the identical actions. 

We can thus isolate the common test behaviour into a fixture called e2e_cracking_test 
(Listing 6.6). The fixture requests the add_job_page fixture (Line 2) so Steps 1 and 2 are 
already performed by a generic fixture and the fixture can start on the job-creation page with 
an AddJobPage page object (Section 5.2.4). Using the AddJobPage object, we can navigate 
into the Input Settings and use the respective page object (Section 5.2.4) to perform Step 
3 (Lines 3-5). Then comes Step 4, setting the Attack Settings. This is part of the test that 
varies with the test input, so the fixture ends its setup process at this point and lets the test 
function run (Line 7). The test function in this case contains only logic for setting up the 
attack type (Step 4); it does not perform anything else. Code after the yield statement 
is usually the clean-up code that should be always run, but in this case, the fixture uses 
it for assertions, so the fixture performs the rest of the test suite only if the test method 
(which only sets up the Attack Settings) finished successfully without exceptions (Line 9). 
If the attack is successfully set up, Step 5, the creation of the cracking job, is performed 
(Line 10). On the same line, the Job Detail Page page object (Section 5.2.5) is returned by 
the job-creation method. Thereafter Steps 6-9 are performed in a straightforward manner 
(Lines 11-15). 

1 @py test, fixture 
2 def e2e_cracking_test(add_job_page:AddJobPage,testdata:GenericE2ECrackingTestInput, 

request :_py test. fixtures .FixtureRequest): 
3 input_settings = add_job_page.open_input_settings() 
4 input_settings.select_hash_type_exactly(testdata.hash_type) 
5 input_settings.input_hashes_manually([x[0] for x in testdata.hashes]) 

For each of the attack modes, a test method is defined. As mentioned before, the test 
function in this case performs only the setup of the Attack Settings. As an example, let us 
look at the test method for the dictionary attack (Listing 6.7). We can see that the test 

G 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

yield 

if request.node.rep setup.passed and request.node.rep call.passed: 
job_detail_page = add_job_page.createjob() 
assert job_detail_page.get Job_state() == 'Ready' 
job_detail_page.start_job() 
job_detail_page.wait_until_job_finished(testdata.wait_time) 
worked_on hashes = job_detail_page.get_hashes() 
assert set (worked_on_hashes) == set (testdata.hashes) 

Listing 6.6: Code listing of the fixture used for end-to-end cracking tests 
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method uses the e2e_cracking_test fixture. The test code only performs the setting up 
of the attack type given the test data. In a similar vein, there exist test fucntions for every 
other attack type. 

1 @pytest.mark.parametrize("testdata", testdata) 
2 def test_dictionary(e2e_cracking test,selenium:WebDriver,addJob_page:AddJobPage,testdata: 

Dictionary Testlnput): 
3 attack_settings = add_job_page.open_attack_settings() 
4 dictionary_settings = attack_settings.choose_dictionary_mode() 
5 
6 dictionary_settings.select_dictionaries(testdata.dictionaries) 
7 dictionary_settings.select_rule_nles(testdata.rule_files) 

Listing 6.7: Code listing of the test code for end-to-end dictionary attacks 

Test Data 

The test fixture and test functions are parameterised, so they can be run multiple times 
with different data. For the test data for end-to-end cracking test, there exists a base class 
(Listing 6.8). This base class is a Python dataclass—this can be thought of as a named 
tuple as the class only stores properties. The base data class provides the two properties 
used by the fixture to configure and check the result of the test—first is hash_type, a string 
representing the hash type that should be set; the second is hashes, a list of hashes and 
their expected cracking output in the same format as used by get_hash.es method of the 
JobDetailPage page object (Section 5.2.5). The last property that is defined in the base 
class is wait_time. This is the predetermined timeout (in seconds) that the fixture uses 
in performing Step 8. This property need not be set explicitly; it defaults to a value of 10 
minutes, which is useable for most tests. If a test input a different time out to perform its 
cracking job, then the timeout can be custom set for that test input. 

1 @dataclass(frozen=True) 
2 class GenericE2ECrackingTestInput: 
3 hash_type:str 
4 hashes:List[tuple[str,str]] 
5 _ : K W _ O N L Y 
6 wait time:float = 600 

Listing 6.8: Code listing of the base class for the test data of end-to-end cracking tests 

Just like there are test functions for every attack mode, there are test data classes 
for every such mode as well. These dataclasses inherit from the shown base class. As 
an example, there is shown the test-data class for the dictionary-attack test (Listing 6.9). 
These contain the properties needed to configure the specific attack mode. 

Alongside every test function exist a Python data file that contains a list of such test-
data objects. This list is then used as the input for the parameterisation of the test functions, 
creating a test for each for entry of test data. 
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1 @dataclass(frozen=True) 
2 class DictionaryTestInput(GenericE2ECrackingTestInput): 
3 dictionaries:List[str] 
4 rule_files:List[str] 

Listing 6.9: Code listing of the test-data class used by the dictionary-attack test 

6.4.2 Library Management 

This is a family of tests that verify that management of cracking assets works. The basic 
concept for these tests is that first a new cracking-asset file is uploaded and then after an 
assertion is performed. 
Generic Library Management Tests 

As the various library-management pages offer very similar behaviour, many of the tests 
are also similar. First will be shown an example of tests for the management of charsets 
(Listing 6.10). 

This is an example of tests that upload a valid file that should be accepted by Webadmin 
and then assertions are performed. 

Tests of this type all have a fixture to perform the set-up task (Lines 9-13). This fixture 
navigates to the relevant asset-library page and uploads a test file. This action is performed 
before running every test. The fixture uses the test_f ile_path fixture (Section 6.3.3) to 
always start with a file with a unique name to inhibit filename collisions. 

The first test that is a test to assert that the upload did not fail (Lines 15-16). This test 
does not perform any actual assertion; the only way this test fails is if the set-up fixture 
encountered a problem, which is what this test checks—if this test fails, there is a problem 
already with the upload of the file. 

The second test (Lines 18-19) asserts that after upload, the newly added asset file 
appears in the management UI as a new table row. 

The third test (Lines 21-25) tries to download the uploaded file back and compares the 
contents of the test file and downloaded test file to see that they are the same. 

The fourth test (Lines 27-31) navigates to a part of the Attack Settings on the job-
creation page that contain a table made for interaction with the asset the management of 
which the method is testing (since the example shows charset management, the test goes to 
the Brute-Force Attack Settings (Section 2.2.3) to check that the newly uploaded appears 
in the charset table therein). 

The last test (Lines 33-37) tries to delete the newly uploaded asset and asserts that the 
file no longer appears in the management UI after being deleted. 

A l l these tests are part of a test parameterised test class (Lines 7-8). Parameterising the 
allows to easily run each test with multiple test files. These tests are run with all supported 
file extensions for the given asset file (Lines 1-5). 

Tested is also the rejection of invalid files (Listing 6.11). At minimum, one and only test 
is performed—files with the invalid file extensions should be rejected. The test (Lines 5-9) 
tries to upload a file and checks that a WebadminError exception is raised, which indicates 
that Webadmin showed an error message to the user. The test then checks that the error 
message is what is being expected, namely the string "This file extension is not allowed". 
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1 TEST_FILES = [ 
2 pytest.param(Path('./test/e2e_library/charsets/fc_auto_test_charset_correct.txt'),id=' 

file_ext_txt'), 
3 pytest.param(Path('./test/e2e_library/charsets/fc_auto_test_charset_correct.charset'),id=' 

file_ext_charset'), 
4 pytest.param(Path('./test/e2e_library/charsets/fc_auto_test_charset_correct.hcchr'),id=' 

file_ext_hcchr') 
5 ] 
6 
7 @py test. mark, parametrize (' test_file_path' ,TEST_FILES ,indirect=True) 
8 class TestCharsetProperUpload: 
9 @pytest.nxture(autouse=True) 

10 def charset_management(self, test filepath:Path, side bar:SideBar) —> 
CharsetManagement: 

11 charset management = side bar.goto charset library () 
12 charsetmanagement. upload charset (test_file_pat h) 
13 return charsetmanagement 
14 
15 def test_upload_did_not_fail(self): 
16 assert True 
17 
18 def test_charset_appears_in list (self, test file path:Path,charset_management: 

CharsetManagement): 
19 assert predicate in list (lambda x: x.name == test_fiie_path.stem, 

charsetmanagement. get_available_charset_files ()) 
20 
21 def test_download_gives_same_file(self,test_file_path:Path,test_file_text_content:str, 

charset management:CharsetManagement): 
22 uploaded charset = predicate in list (lambda x: x.name == test file path.stem, 

charset_management. get_available_charset_files ()) 
23 downloaded_file = uploaded_charset.download() 
24 
25 assert test_file_text_content == downloaded_file 
26 
27 def test_charset_appears_in_attack_settings(self,test_file_path:Path,side_bar:SideBar): 
28 add_job_page = side_bar.goto_add_job() 
29 attack_settings = add_job_page.open_attack_settings() 
30 brute_force_attack_settings = attack_settings.choose_brute_force_mode() 
31 assert predicate in list (lambda x: x.name == test_fiie_path.stem, 

brute_force_attack_settings.get_available_charsets()) 
32 
33 def test_delete(self,test_file_path:Path,charset_management:CharsetManagement): 
34 uploaded charset = predicate in list (lambda x: x.name == test file path.stem, 

charset_management. get_available_charset_files ()) 
35 uploaded_charset.delete() 
36 with pytest.raises(ValueError): 
37 predicate in list (lambda x: x.name == test file path.stem, charsetmanagement. 

get_available_charset_filesQ) 

Listing 6.10: Code listing of the tests for verifying that charset management works in 
Webadmin when supplied valid files 



The reason that there is only generic test for invalid files is that in most cases, besides the 
file extension, there are no restriction on what an asset file can contain and be still valid. 

1 TEST_FILES = [ 
2 Path('./test / e2e_library / charsets / fc_auto_test_charset_bad_extension.badext') 
3 ] 
4 
5 @pytest.mark.parametrize(' test_file_path' ,TEST_FILES, indirect=True) 
6 def test_nle_with_bad_extension_should_be_rejected(test_file_path:Path,side_bar:SideBar): 
7 charset management = side bar.goto charset libraryQ 
8 with pytest.raises(WebadminError, match=r"This file extension is not allowed."): 
9 charset_management.upload_charset(test_file_path) 

Listing 6.11: Code listing of the tests verifying that invalid charset files are properly rejected 

These kinds of tests are part of the test collections for each of the asset types—all library 
management test collection have similar base tests. What follows are the special tests that 
are implemented for only specific asset types. 

"Make From Dictionary" Tests 

Certain types of asset-management pages (PCFGs and Markov statistics files) allow the 
generation of assets from dictionaries. To test this feature, the same kind of tests shown 
in Listing 6.10 are used.2 The difference with these "make from dictionary" tests is that 
they use a different fixture for the test set-up process(Listing 6.12). Wi th this fixture, first 
a new dictionary is uploaded through the dictionary-management page (Lines 3-4); the 
test_f ile_path fixture (Section 6.3.3) is again used to deal with local dictionary file that 
is being uploaded. Then, the asset file is generated from the dictionary and the page object 
representing the asset-management page under test is returned (Lines 5-7). 

1 @pytest.nxture(autouse=True) 
2 def pcfg_management(self, test_file_path:Path, side_bar:SideBar) —> PCFGManagement: 
3 dictionary management = side bar.goto dictionary libraryQ 
4 dictionary_management.upload_dictionary(test_nle_path) 
5 pcfg_management = side_bar.goto_pcfg_library() 
6 pcfg management, make pcfg from dictionary (test file path.name) 
7 return pcfgmanagement 

Listing 6.12: Code listing of the set-up fixture for P C F G "make from dictionary" tests 

Sorted Dictionary 

The dictionary management page offers an option to sort the uploaded dictionary on upload. 
And there exist tests that verify the functionality of this feature. The collection of tests is 
nearly identical to the generic collection shown in Listing 6.10. The main distinction is of 
course that, when uploading the dictionary in the set-up fixture, the sort-on-upload option 
is enabled. 

2 That is to say with the exception of the test that downloads and compares the generated file to a 
pre-existing file. This test is not implemented for "make from dictionary" tests 
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Most test methods are then the same as the generic test methods. There is one distinc
tion, however, and that is the test download-file test. Instead of comparing the downloaded 
file to the original that was uploaded, the file is compared to a sorted version of the original 
file. 

Loading Newly Created Mask File 

In addition to the regular test method for checking that the asset file appears in a table 
in the Attack Settings, the test collection for mask management offers an additional test 
method. 

Mask files are special in that the way they are used in the UI is different. Most resource 
files are merely being selected from a table (Fig. 5.4)—setting which resource files are on 
or off. Mask files, on the other hand, are used at template files in the Brute-Force Attack 
Settings (Fig. 2.11). Loading a mask file makes the masks appear in the UI. So for that 
reason, the test collection for mask files in addition that the newly-added mask file appears 
in the selection table in the Brute-Force Attack Settings also tries to load the mask file in 
the Brute-Force Attack Settings UI and verifies that the proper masks appear. 

More Advanced Invalid Files 

In addition to the generic bad-file-extension test (Listing 6.11), there exist more advanced 
tests for the management of mask files and P C F G s . These two formats have strict require
ments on what a valid mask file and P C F G must be. A mask file must be a text file and 
each line of text must conform to the hashcat mask format;3 a P C F G file must be be a 
ZIP file in the correct P C F G format. For these two asset types, special tests exists that 
try to upload files that have the correct file extension but do not conform to the required 
format; the tests then assert that Webadmin rejected the files and showed an expected error 
message. 

6.4.3 Hash Input 

These tests verify that inputting hashes in the Input Settings (Fig. 2.4) works as intended. 
Input Settings provide three ways to input hashes. Since the manual input way is used 
by the end-to-end cracking tests (Section 6.4.1) this test collection assesses the other two 
input methods. 

Hash File Input 

For testing input hashes from hash files, there are two tests functions defined. The first is 
called test_add_f rom_f ile_works. This function uploads a hash file and then checks that 
the input hashes match the content of the uploaded file. 

The second test function is called test_add_f rom_f ile_works_two_appends. This test 
function works similarly to the first, but it uploads two different hash file one after another. 
The hash-file input works by appending the contents of the hash file to the current input. 
So after the upload of the two hash files, the test checks that input hashes correspond to 
the content of the first hash file followed by the content of the second one. 

3

https: //hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=mask_attack#masks 
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File Extraction 

To test hash-extraction from encrypted files, several test methods are provided (Listing 
6.13). 

These tests are parameterised. They are run several times with a different encrypted 
input file; tested is support for every file format supported by Fitcrack. Similar to password-
cracking tests (Section 6.4.1), a test-input class us utilised (Lines 1-5). Each test is thus 
supplied a path to the encrypted file that should be uploaded, the hash that should be 
extracted from the encrypted file, and the hash type of the extracted hash. Ten test files 
are used for this collection of tests, all of which are encrypted using the password "password". 

A l l tests start by uploading the encrypted test file and then performing assertions about 
the resulting output. 

The first test (Lines 9-10) simply uploads the encrypted file and performs no assertions. 
This test thus only fails if the upload of the encrypted file failed. 

The second test (Lines 12-15) asserts that the expected hash has been extracted after 
upload. 

The third test (Lines 17-20) asserts that the expected hash type is inferred. 
The last test (Lines 22-32) is more in depth. It creates a cracking job with the ex

tracted hash as input. It sets brute-force (Section 2.2.3) as the attack type with the mask 
password—that is to say an attack that tests only candidate password, the literal text 
"password", which is what all the test file have been encrypted with. It runs the created 
cracking job and then asserts that the password is recovered. 

6.4.4 Host Mapping 

This family of tests verifies that Fitcrack correctly assigns hosts to cracking jobs. 
The set up process for this family tests is contained within a fixture. The fixture 

creates a sample cracking job on which then assertions are performed about host-mapping 
behaviour. After job creation, the Fitcrack navigates users to the Job-Detail Page, where 
the created job can be controlled, so the fixture returns a page object representing that 
page (Section 5.2.5) for the tests to interact with. During the test set up, it is also checked 
that at least 2 hosts are connected to the Fitcrack server-it is not possible to verify that 
that Fitcrack correctly assign hosts if Fitcrack has one only choice of host to assign. 

One group of tests assigns the created job a specific set of hosts and then checks that the 
Job Detail Page reports that the hosts are assigned to that job. There are several variations 
of this for all the tested sets of hosts—tested is the selection of no hosts, all hosts that are 
available, and only one specific host (and in this case, tested is the selection of the first and 
then the last host that is available to be assigned). 

Then there is a test that assigns a single host to the job and starts it. The test then 
waits for the cracking job to be over. After the job is ended, it inspects the list of workunits 
that were created during the run of that test and asserts that all of the workunits were 
assigned to the proper host. This test is parameterised and run twice—once assigning the 
first available host to the job and then assigning the last available host to the job. 
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1 @dataclass(frozen=True) 
2 class EncryptedFileTestlnput: 
3 filepath:Path 
4 expected hash:str 
5 expected_hash_type:str 
6 
7 @py test. mark, parametrize (' test_data' ,TEST_D ATA) 
8 class TestEncryptedFile: 
9 def test_extraction_did_not_fail(self,input_settings:InputSettings, test_data: 

EncryptedFileTestlnput): 
10 input_settings. extract_hash_from_file (test_data. filepath) 
11 
12 def test_output_has_expected_hash(self,input_settings:InputSettings, test_data: 

EncryptedFileTestlnput): 
13 input_settings.extract_hash_from_nle(test_data.filepath) 
14 extracted_hashes = input_settings.get_input_hashes() 
15 assert extracted_hashes == [test_data.expected_hash] 
16 
17 def test_output_has_expected_hash_type(self,input_settings:InputSettings, test_data: 

EncryptedFileTestlnput): 
18 input_settings.extract_hash_from_nle(test_data.filepath) 
19 hash_type = input_settings.get_selected _hash_type() 
20 assert hash_type == test_data.expected_hash_type 
21 
22 def test_extracted_hash should_get_cracked(self,add_job_page:AddJobPage, 

input_settings:InputSettings, test_data:EncryptedFileTestInput): 
23 input_settings.extract_hash_from_nle(test_data.filepath) 
24 attack_settings = add_job_page.open_attack_settings() 
25 brute_force_settings = attack_settings.choose_brute_force_mode() 
26 brute_force_settings.set_masks_from_list( ['password']) 
27 
28 job_detail_page = add_job_page.create_job() 
29 job_detail_page. start _job() 
30 job_detail_page.wait_until_job_finished(600) 
31 
32 assert job_detail_page.get_hashes()[0][l] == 'password' 

Listing 6.13: Code listing of the tests for the encrypted-hash-extraction feature 



Chapter 7 

Experimental Assessment of the 
Test Suite 

This chapter describes how the test suite was run on a real deployment of Fitcrack and 
locally. It assesses the test results and their benefit to the developers of Fitcrack. 

7.1 Fitcrack Issues Identified during Test-Suite Development 

During the development of the test suite, to make sure that test do actually perform what 
they are supposed to, the functionality of the tests was tested on a local installation of a 
development build of Fitcrack. 1 When writing and executing the tests during development, 
some bugs and issues within Fitcrack were found and reported to the Fitcrack developer 
team. Some of them were fixed by the developer team and so the fixes were verified when 
performing experimental assessments of the entire test suite (described in the sections fol
lowing this one). What follows are the bugs and issues uncovered during test development: 

1. During the development of tests for the library management of dictionary files (Section 
6.4.2), it was discovered that uploading dictionaries with non-ASCII characters causes 
Fitcrack to fail with an unhandled-exception error.2 

2. It was discovered that Fitcrack refuses to upload certain kinds of cracking-asset files 
with file names that were used in the past.3 This was confirmed by the Fitcrack team 
to be expected behaviour though the team changed the error message to make this fact 
clear. Changes to the design of the tests were required to be made to accommodate 
the correct behaviour of Fitcrack (Section 6.3.3). 

3. The test that uploads a P C F G file and then tries to download it back was failing, 
discovering that this feature does not work with newly uploaded P C F G files.4 

4. The test that tries to upload a mask file with invalid content was failing, discovering 
that verification mask-file format was not working. 5 

1 Specifically the local installation was running a version of Fitcrack corresponding to commit f2a0232 
in the Fitcrack GitHub repository 

2

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/66 
3

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/68 
4

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/73 
5

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/74 
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5. During the development of tests that try to generate asset files from dictionaries, it 
was discovered that no checks for duplicate names are performed, corrupting existing 
asset files with the same name.6 

6. The tests that try to input hashes by extracting them from encrypted files (Section 
6.4.3) were failing with R A R 4 files with unencrypted headers7 and modern password-
protected Microsoft Office files.8 During the development of these tests it was also 
discovered that Fitcrack Webadmin listed outdated information about the supported 
files types.9 

7.2 Running the Test Suite on a Real Deployment of Fitcrack 

The test suite was executed on a real development deployment of Fitcrack used by the 
developers of Fitcrack. The test suite was run on my laptop in parts—not all tests were 
run at once. It took 3 hours and 45 minutes to run all the tests (155 tests in total, an 
average of 87 seconds per test). The number of failing tests was 12; the short descriptions 
of test failures from the test logs are shown in Listing 7.1 (full test logs are contained on 
the attached storage medium). 

What follows is the inspection of all the test failures (the number of the failure corre
sponds to a line in Listing 7.1, so the first failure is shown on Line 1 in the listing; the 
second to Line 2 and so on): 

• The first test failure is by a library-management test uploading a P C F G file and then 
downloading it back and comparing that the uploaded and downloaded files are the 
same (Section 6.4.2). The test failed on grounds that the two files were not identical. 
However, there is an error with this test and not Fitcrack: the PCFG-file-upload 
was process was modified to fix a bug described in the previous section, and now the 
Fitcrack modifies uploaded P C F G files on upload by design. 

• Test failures 2-3 of cracking tests (Section 6.4.1) are caused by a missing cracking-
resource file. The test inputs provided by the Fitcrack team specify the usage of a 
cracking-asset file that is not by default included with Fitcrack. When a page-object's 
method to select the non-existent asset file is used, it raises an exception saying that 
it could not find any resource file with that name. 

• Test failure 4 of a brute-force cracking test happens because Fitcrack incorrectly 
refuses to create a job with the mask ?1?1?1?1, showing and error that the mask is in 
the wrong format. This bug was not present when running tests during development. 
It was introduced while fixing the bug causing mask files to not be validated described 
as Item 4 in the list in the previous section. 1 0 

• Test failures 5-7 of cracking tests are caused by the mismatch between the resulting 
cracked passwords and the expected cracked password. 

6

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/76 
7Directly disclosed to the Fitcrack developer team during a meeting 
8

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/81 
9Also directly disclosed in meeting 

1 0

https: //github.com/nesf i t / f i t crack/is sues/80 
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1 FAILED test/e2e_library/pcfg/test_pcfg_file_proper_upload.py::TestPCFGProperUpload:: 
test_download_gives_same_file[test_file_pathO] — AssertionError: assert b'PK\x03\x04 
\...0\x00\x00\x00' == b'PK\x03\x04\...0\x00\x00\x00' 

2 FAILED test/e2e_cracking/test_brute_force.py::test_brute_force[testdata3] — page_object. 
common.exception.InvalidStateError: Asked to activate 1 elements, but only 0 were found 

3 FAILED test/e2e_cracking/test_brute_force.py::test_brute_force[testdata6] — page_object. 
common.exception.InvalidStateError: Asked to activate 1 elements, but only 0 were found 

4 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_brute_force.py::test_brute_force[testdata7] — page_object. 
common.exception.WebadminError: Wrong mask ?1?1?1?1 

5 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_pcfg.py::test_pcfg[testdata2] — AssertionError: assert {('2394 
eeac9f...99f8603', ")} == {('2394eeac9f...99f8603', ")} 

6 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_pcfg.py::test_pcfg[testdata5] — AssertionError: assert {('2394 
eeac9f...99f8603', ")} == {('2394eeac9f...99f8603', ")} 

7 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_prince.py::test_prince[testdatal] — AssertionError: assert 
{('0832bccfc7...8', 'SunSun')} == {('0832bccfc7...8', 'SunSun')} 

8 FAILED test/add_job_page/test_encrypted_fiie.py::TestEncryptedFile:: 
test_extraction_did_not_fail[MS_omce_2013] — page_object.common.exception. 
WebadminError: Could not extract hash from file. 

9 FAILED test/add_job_page/test_encrypted_fiie.py::TestEncryptedFile:: 
test output has expected hash[rar4 encrypted header] — AssertionError: assert [' 
$RAR3$*0*7d...0cf5b478379a'] == ['$RAR3$*0*lb...0f721c66425c'] 

10 FAILED test/add_job_page/1est_encrypted_file.py::TestEncryptedFile:: 
test_output_has_expected_hash[MS_omce_2013] — page_object.common.exception. 
WebadminError: Could not extract hash from file. 

11 FAILED test/add_job_page/test_encrypted_file.py::TestEncryptedFile:: 
test_output_has_expected_hash_type[MS_ofhce_2013] — page_object.common.exception. 
WebadminError: Could not extract hash from file. 

12 FAILED test/addJob_page/test_encrypted_file.py::TestEncryptedFile:: 
test_extracted_hash_should_get_cracked[MS_omce_2013] — page_object.common, 
exception.WebadminError: Could not extract hash from file. 

Listing 7.1: Excerpt from the collected test logs showing the short descriptions of test 
failures 

• Test failures 8 and 10-12 of encrypted-file input (Section 6.4.3) of modern password-
protected Microsoft Office are caused by the fact that Fitcrack cannot extract the hash 
from the file. The issue was discovered and reported during development (Section 7.1, 
Item 6), but at the time of running the tests, the issue was not yet fixed, so the test 
failures are expected. 

• Test failure 9 of checking the value of the extracted hash from a R A R 4 file with 
unencrypted header fails because the extracted hash does not match the expected 
hash. This is however, a problem with the tests as the expected hash was set to the 
wrong value; the one extracted by Fitcrack is correct. 

Running the test suite provided valuable insight for the developers. Bugs in Fitcrack 
were uncovered. The test run validated that a bug previously reported was fixed (Section 
7.1, Item 6); the test run worked also well for regression testing 1 1, discovering that the bug 
fix caused a different bug. 

1 1 Running tests after a change is made to make sure the change does not introduce bugs. 
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7.3 Re-running the Test Suite after Changes to Fitcrack 
Were Made 

After a while, the Fitcrack developer team fixed some issues discovered in the first test run 
described in the previous section and updated the development deployment of Fitcrack. 
The test suite was then run again. This time the test suite was run on my laptop all at 
once. It took 3 hours and 39 minutes to run (an average of 85 seconds per test). The 
number of failing tests was now 8 as opposed to the previous 12; the short descriptions of 
test failures from the test logs are shown in Listing 7.2 (full test logs are contained on the 
attached storage medium). 

1 FAILED test/add Job_page_hash_input/encrypted_file/test_encrypted_file.py:: 
TestEncryptedFile::test_output_has_expected_hash[rar4_encrypted_header] — 
AssertionError: assert ['$RAR3$*0*7d...0cf5b478379a'] == ['$RAR3$*0*lb...0f721c66425c'] 

2 FAILED test/e2e_cracking/test_brute_force.py::test_brute_force[testdata3] — page_object. 
common.exception.InvalidStateError: Asked to activate 1 elements, but only 0 were found 

3 FAILED test/e2e_cracking/test_brute_force.py::test_brute_force[testdata6] — page_object. 
common.exception.InvalidStateError: Asked to activate 1 elements, but only 0 were found 

4 FAILED test/e2e_library/pcfg/test_pcfg_file_proper_upload.py::TestPCFGProperUpload:: 
test_download_gives_same_file[test_file_pathO] — AssertionError: assert b'PK\x03\x04 
\...0\x00\x00\x00' == b'PK\x03\x04\...0\x00\x00\x00' 

5 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_pcfg.py::test_pcfg[testdata2] — AssertionError: assert {('2394 
eeac9f...99f8603', ")} == {('2394eeac9f...99f8603', ")} 

6 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_pcfg.py::test_pcfg[testdata5] — AssertionError: assert {('2394 
eeac9f...99f8603', ")} == {('2394eeac9f...99f8603', ")} 

7 ERROR test/e2e_cracking/test_prince.py::test_prince[testdata0] — AssertionError: assert {('22 
fa6121da... 'John'), ...} == {('22fa6121da... 'John'), ...} 

8 ERROR test/e2e_library/charsets/test_charset_proper upload.py::TestCharsetProperUpload:: 
test charset appears in list [file ext hcchr] — selenium.common.exceptions. 
TimeoutException: Message: 

Listing 7.2: Excerpt from the test log showing the short descriptions of test failures 

Lines 1-7 correspond to test failures already seen in the previous section. This was 
expected as the either the fixes for some of the bugs previously discovered were not imple
mented yet, or those test failures were caused by issues with the tests, not Fitcrack (the 
test suite was not changed between the two test runs to ensure consistency, but fixes for 
faulty tests were performed). 

Line 8 shows the failure of a test not shown in the previous section. The test failed 
because of a timeout exception, indicating that some action taken the by the test took 
too long. Later runs of the same test, however, passed. This indicates that the failure 
was probably of temporary nature—this is typical in UI testing of complex applications as 
many factors cause not strictly deterministic behaviour of an application. However, as only 
one instance of such intermittent failure appeared during the two runs of the test suite, this 
indicates that the implementation of page objects controlling Fitcrack is rather robust. 

The test run provided the Fitcrack developers knowledge that their fixes worked. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to create a suite of integration tests that test the Fitcrack 
password-cracking system as a whole. Created were a total of 1551 tests, testing the major 
parts of Fitcrack. 

Their usefulness has been demonstrated as they discovered about a dozen different bugs 
and issues in Fitcrack, which the developers of Fitcrack were notified about and are able to 
fix. The developers were able to verify that their bug fixes worked and they did not cause 
unintended issues by re-running the test suite. 

For the creation of test suite, the page-object model is used. Page objects provide 
an abstract way for interacting with the Fitcrack Webadmin UI as they provide methods 
modelling actions the user takes. Tests can use this abstraction of Fitcrack to be rather 
concise and unchanging even if the UI changes—only the Ul-handling code in the page 
objects needs to be changed. 

The work can be further expanded in the future by writing tests for the more minor parts 
of Fitcrack—given the use of the page-object model described in the thesis, the addition 
should be easier than starting from scratch as the new tests can reuse page objects already 
defined. 

The test suit needs to be run manually, but further improvements can automate the 
launch of tests after changes are made to the Fitcrack repository. 

The entire test suit takes about three and a half hours to finish. Long test-run times 
are expected when testing UI, but improvements such as running tests in parallel can be 
implemented to improve the test-run time. 

including test variations with only different parameters. 
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Appendix A 

Contents of the Attached Storage 
Medium 

The contents of the attached C D ctre cts follows: 

• /src — source files of the implemented tests 

• /thesis — source files for the typesetting of this thesis 

• manual. md — a manual detailing how to set up and run the implemented tests 

• logl .txt — the full test log referred to in in Section 7.2 

• log2.txt — the full test log referred to in in Section 7.3 
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